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Abstract
This thesis deals with active sensing and its use in real exploration tasks under both scene
ambiguities and measurement uncertainties. While object modeling is the implicit objective of
most of the active sensing algorithms, in this work we have explored new strategies to deal with
more generic and more complex tasks.
Active sensing requires the ability of moving the perceptual system to gather new informa-
tion. Our approach uses a robot manipulator with a 3D Time-of-Flight (ToF) camera attached
to the end-effector. For a complex task, we have focused our attention on plant phenotyping.
Plants are complex objects, with leaves that change their position and size along time. Valid
viewpoints for a certain plant are hardly valid for a different one, even belonging to the same
species. Some instruments, such as chlorophyll meters or disk sampling tools, require being
precisely positioned over a particular location of the leaf. Therefore, their use requires the
modeling of specific regions of interest of the plant, including also the free space needed for
avoiding obstacles and approaching the leaf with tool. It is easy to observe that predefined
camera trajectories are not valid here, and that usually with one single view it is very difficult to
acquire all the required information.
The overall objective of this thesis is to solve complex active sensing tasks by embedding
their exploratory goal into a pre-estimated geometrical model, using information-gain as
the fundamental guideline for the reward function. The main contributions can be divided in
two groups: first, the evaluation of ToF cameras and their calibration to assess the uncertainty
of the measurements (presented in Part I); and second, the proposal of a framework capable
of embedding the task, modeled as free and occupied space, and that takes into account the
modeled sensor’s uncertainty to improve the action selection algorithm (presented in Part II).
This thesis has given rise to 14 publications, including 5 indexed journals, and its results have
been used in the GARNICS European project.
The complete framework is based on the Next-Best-View methodology and it can be sum-
marized in the following main steps. First, an initial view of the object (e.g., a plant) is
acquired. From this initial view and given a set of candidate viewpoints, the expected gain
obtained by moving the robot and acquiring the next image is computed. This computation
takes into account the uncertainty from all the different pixels of the sensor, the expected
information based on a predefined task model, and the possible occlusions. Once the most
promising view is selected, the robot moves, takes a new image, integrates this information into
the model, and evaluates again the set of remaining views. Finally, the task terminates when
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enough information is gathered. In our examples, this process enables the robot to perform a
measurement on top of a leaf. The key ingredient is to model the complexity of the task in a
layered representation of free-occupied occupancy grid maps. This allows to naturally encode
the requirements of the task, to maintain and update the belief state with the measurements
performed, to simulate and compute the expected gains of all potential viewpoints, and to
encode the termination condition.
During this work the technology of ToF cameras has incredibly evolved. Nowadays it is very
popular and ToF cameras are already embedded in some consumer devices. Although the quality
of the measurements has been considerably improved, it is still not uniform in the sensor. We
believe, as it has been demonstrated in various experiments in this work, that a careful modeling
of the sensor’s uncertainty is highly beneficial and helps to design better decision systems. In our
case, it enables a more realistic computation of the information gain measure, and consequently,
a better selection criterion.
Keywords: Time-of-Flight camera, 3D camera calibration, uncertainty, next-best-view, task-
driven active sensing, information gain, decision making, multi-layered occupancy grids.
Resum
Aquesta tesi aborda el tema de la percepció activa i el seu ús en tasques d’exploració en
entorns reals tot considerant la ambigüitat en l’escena i la incertesa del sistema de percepció.
Al contrari de la majoria d’algoritmes de percepció activa, on el modelatge d’objectes sol ser
l’objectiu implícit, en aquesta tesi hem explorat noves estratègies per poder tractar tasques
genèriques i de major complexitat.
Tot sistema de percepció activa requereix un aparell sensorial amb la capacitat de variar els
seus paràmetres de forma controlada, per poder, d’aquesta manera, recopilar nova informació
per resoldre una tasca determinada. En tasques d’exploració, la posició i orientació del sensor
són paràmetres claus per resoldre la tasca. En el nostre estudi hem fet ús d’un robot manipulador
com a sistema de posicionament i d’una càmera de profunditat de temps de vol (ToF), adherida
al seu efector final, com a sistema de percepció. Com a tasca final, ens hem concentrat en
l’adquisició de mesures sobre fulles dins de l’àmbit del fenotipatge de les plantes. Les plantes
son objectes molt complexos, amb fulles que canvien de textura, posició i mida al llarg del temps.
Això comporta diverses dificultats. Per una banda, abans de dur a terme una mesura sobre un
fulla s’ha d’explorar l’entorn i trobar una regió que ho permeti. A més a més, aquells punts
de vista que han estat adequats per una determinada planta difícilment ho seran per una altra,
tot i sent les dues de la mateixa espècie. Per un altra banda, en el moment de la mesura, certs
instruments, tals com els mesuradors de clorofil·la o les eines d’extracció de mostres, requereixen
ser posicionats amb molta precisió. És necessari, doncs, disposar d’un model detallat d’aquestes
regions d’interès, i que inclogui no només l’espai ocupat sinó també el lliure. Gràcies a la
modelització de l’espai lliure es pot dur a terme una bona evitació d’obstacles i un bon càlcul de
la trajectòria d’aproximació de l’eina a la fulla. En aquest context, és fàcil veure que, en general,
amb un sol punt de vista no n’hi ha prou per adquirir tota la informació necessària per executar
una mesura, i que l’ús de trajectòries predeterminades no garanteix l’èxit.
L’objectiu general d’aquesta tesi és resoldre tasques complexes de percepció activa mit-
jançant la codificació del seu objectiu d’exploració en un model geomètric prèviament
estimat, fent servir el guany d’informació com a guia fonamental dins de la funció de cost.
Les principals contribucions d’aquesta tesi es poden dividir en dos grups: primer, l’avaluació de
les càmeres ToF i el seu calibratge per poder avaluar la incertesa de les seves mesures (presentat
en la Part I); i en segon lloc, la proposta d’un sistema capaç de codificar la tasca mitjançant el
modelatge de l’espai lliure i ocupat, i que té en compte la incertesa del sensor per millorar la
selecció de les accions (presentat en la Part II). Aquesta tesi ha donat lloc a 14 publicacions,
incloent 5 en revistes indexades, i els resultats obtinguts s’han fet servir en el projecte Europeu
GARNICS.
La funcionalitat del sistema complet està basada en els mètodes Next-Best-View (següent-
millor-vista) i es pot desglossar en els següents passos principals. En primer lloc, s’obté una
vista inicial de l’objecte (p. ex., una planta). A partir d’aquesta vista inicial i d’un conjunt de
vistes candidates, s’estima, per cada una d’elles, el guany d’informació resultant, tant de moure
la càmera com d’obtenir una nova mesura. És rellevant remarcar que aquest càlcul té en compte
la incertesa de cada un dels píxels del sensor, l’estimació de la informació basada en el model de
la tasca preestablerta i les possibles oclusions. Un cop seleccionada la vista més prometedora, el
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robot es mou a la nova posició, pren una nova imatge, integra aquesta informació en el model
i torna a avaluar, un altre cop, el conjunt de punts de vista restants. Per últim, la tasca acaba
en el moment que es recopila suficient informació. En els nostres exemples, això permet al
robot realitzar una mesura en la cara superior d’una fulla. El punt clau del sistema es troba en
el modelatge de la tasca mitjançant una representació amb un mapa de graelles d’ocupació en
capes. Això ens permet: codificar de forma natural els requeriments de la tasca, mantindre i
actualitzar l’indicador de confiança en les mesures realitzades, simular i calcular la previsió del
guany de tots els punts de vista possibles, i per últim, codificar la condició de finalització.
En el transcurs d’aquest treball d’investigació la tecnologia de les càmeres ToF ha evolucionat
d’una forma sorprenent. Avui en dia es tracta d’una càmera molt popular i ja està a la venda
com a dispositiu de consum. Tot i que la qualitat de les mesures ha millorat considerablement
gràcies a la reducció de l’error, aquest continua existint i esta distribuït de forma no lineal en
el sensor. Creiem, tal i com hem demostrat en diversos experiments en aquesta tesi, que és
altament beneficiós modelar de forma acurada la incertesa del sensor i que això, sense dubte,
ajuda a dissenyar millors sistemes de decisió. En el nostre cas, ens ha permès obtenir un càlcul
més acurat i realista del guany d’informació i, en conseqüència, obtenir un millor criteri de
selecció de vistes.
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Motivation
In robotics, sensor viewpoint planning tries to exploit the change in the pose of a sensor to gain
as much information as possible about the scene. All tasks requiring multiple views (modeling,
recognition, inspection, feature discovery...) can be interpreted as information gain processes,
since an increment of information is expected with every new view. Although this information
has been classically used for geometrical modeling under Next-Best-View (NBV) approaches, it
should not be limited to them. Specially when dealing with unknown, doubtful or changeable
scenarios, a robotic system should be able to choose its following action based only on the
already gathered information, its task-oriented goal and the expected reward of executing such
action. In such scenarios, the abilities to explicitly measure the gain of each action and to wisely
choose a strong-related internal representation are crucial. A general and formal definition of
active sensor planning, or also briefly known as active sensing, was stated by Bajcsy [16] in
the late eighties as: “a problem of controlling strategies applied to the data acquisition process
which will depend on the current state of the data interpretation and the goal or task of the
process.”
Active sensing systems are composed by three distinctive elements: a sensor system, a
positioning system, and a view planner. The vision system, in our case a Time-of-Flight (ToF)
3D camera, is the one in charge of providing raw data from the environment. The positioning
system, a 7 Degrees-of-Freedom (DoF) robotic manipulator in our case, is in charge of changing
the camera’s point of view according to the action selected by the view planner. And finally,
as core of the active sensing system, the view planner is the one that processes the incoming
data and decides where the camera must be placed next, and which will be its parametrization
to succesfully achieve the task’s goal. Throughout the duration of this research, several active
sensing setups have been used. Two different examples can be found in Figure 1.1.
Active sensing tasks can be classified depending on different criteria, such as, the type of
sensor used, the type of data representation, their goal, or as it has been commonly categorized,
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(a) 3D object modeling setup (b) Plant monitoring setup
Figure 1.1: Examples of two active sensing setups used during this thesis. (a) High precision
Kuka KR16 manipulator with a SR4000 ToF camera. (b) WAM manipulator with PMD CamBoard
ToF camera and chlorophyll meter tool.
the previous knowledge of the scene. Based on the latter, tasks are divided into three groups:
model-based, non-model-based and partial-model-based. The classification is quite straightfor-
ward, model-based tasks are those that need an a priori complete knowledge of the object of
interest, while non-model-based tasks are those who do not need it. Finally, partial-model-based
tasks are those that can only be intelligently fulfilled when some kind of elemental task-oriented
guidance is provided. Figure 1.2 shows the different active sensing tasks based on this structure.
Although it will be properly explained in the following sections, it can be already introduced that
this dissertation will focus its attention on non-model-based and partial-model-based tasks. The
main reason for this is because this research is focused on exploratory tasks over plants (see
Figure 1.1b). And since plants are a highly dynamic free-form object, it is impossible to have a
previous complete model beforehand.
Figure 1.2: Classification of active sensing tasks depending on the knowledge of the scene.
3Therefore, multiple requirements must be considered before the development of an active
sensing system. Scott et al. [160] presented on their survey a set of requirements with the
purpose of evaluating and posteriorly comparing the different object reconstruction planning
algorithms present at the moment in the literature. The bigger the number of requirements
satisfied by the system, the higher its robustness and reliability. Table 1.1 shows a copy of that
same table of requirements used by Scott et al. [160], where the last column stands for the
approach proposed in this thesis.
[
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1
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]
Table 1.1: Comparison between the different reconstruction planning algorithms evaluated by
Scott et al. and the proposed approach in this thesis [17, 32, 121, 122, 140, 143, 150, 177, 186,
191]. Where [Y] means requirement satisfied, [N] not satisfied, [P] partially satisfied, [?]
uncertain and [-] not applicable.
But the scope of this thesis goes beyond object reconstruction planning and tries to extend
active sensing current methodology by including the goal of exploratory tasks into the decision-
making process. Active sensing is too wide for covering all its topics, so to adequately complete
the proposed research, the PhD thesis scope will focus on:
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1. 3D ToF cameras, and RGB camera when needed, as vision system. The methodology can
be easily adapted to other technologies. For instance, the use of RGB-D cameras, such
as Kinect. However, this type of cameras are not suitable for this research, due to their
limitation in close depth range [10] and its incapability to measure in outdoor settings
under the presence of sunlight [94].
2. Robotic manipulators as positioning system. This way the camera can be placed at any
pose in space. The only constraint is the robot’s working space. Since our aim is to explore
around medium sized objects, this constraint is not a big drawback. If a wider working
space would be needed, the possibility of adding a revolving plate would be considered.
3. Information-gain paradigm as a general decision-making approach for task-oriented active
sensing. And consequently, how to build partial models that inherently allow the decision
maker to fulfill the exploratory task.
4. Explore free-form complex objects, such as plants, where applying active sensing is crucial,
due to possible occlusions and to their shape variability.
1.1 Objectives
The overall objective of this thesis is to solve complex active sensing tasks by embedding their
exploratory goal into a pre-estimated geometrical model, using information-gain as the fundamental
guideline for the reward function.
Detailed objectives
This thesis will go beyond the study of classical 3D modeling, where the task is implicitly defined
as the complete coverage of the target. Alternatively, we propose a framework that can take into
account more general tasks by explicitly restricting the exploration to the most relevant areas.
Nevertheless, a previous deep study of the classical 3D object modeling task, commonly known
as NBV planning, will be necessary to strongly establish the basis of the new approach.
To successfully complete the overall research, the following detailed objectives will be con-
sidered:
1. Characterize ToF camera uncertainty and constraints. To efficiently accomplish the
goal in a real robotic task, with real sensors and actuators, entails to efficiently deal with
perception and action uncertainties. Therefore the main objective in this task is to define
a methodology to calibrate and characterize ToF camera measurements.
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2. Improve data registration by profiting from sensor characterization. High level task
fulfillment require a correct understanding of high level perception entities. The 3D
modeling task, as simple as multiple point clouds registration, is viewed as the lowest
level task for exploration purposes.
3. Define an information-gain approach as a task-based criterion for active sensing.
Exploring the world is nothing but to gain knowledge of it by gathering new data. There-
fore it seems adequate to use an information-gain goal-driven approach as the basis for
exploration tasks.
4. Validate the approach by applying it to classical 3D modeling for free-form rigid
objects. By representing the unexplored scene as a voxelized 3D space, 3D object mod-
eling can be seen as the task of pruning empty volumes and tagging occupied ones. An
information-gain approach seems ideal for optimally searching the space, not re-visiting
already seen views and allowing self-termination.
5. Analyze 3D features to select the most suitable ones for a specific task-oriented goal.
Once the complexity of the task increases, raw data by its own is not helpful anymore and
higher level 3D entities must be determined in order to achieve the task’s goal.
6. Validate the approach by applying it to task-oriented active sensing of complex ob-
jects. We will concentrate on plants since they are free-form, difficult to characterize and
change over time. Examples of such complex tasks are: finding the area of a leaf, counting
the number of leaves, or finding the best probing point for chlorophyll measurement.
1.2 Contributions
This thesis has contributed to:
1. Evaluate the use of ToF cameras for robotic purposes and, in the case of being suitable for
an application, to easily identify their advantages, drawbacks and constraints [10,11].
2. Characterize ToF cameras in such a way that a better depth measurement estimation can be
achieved and use such knowledge to develop new calibration and filtering algorithms [51,
93,94].
3. Improve 3D object modeling by propagating sensor’s uncertainty through a point cloud
registration process [39,49].
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4. Develop 3D information-gain view planning algorithms for free-form object reconstruc-
tion [55].
5. Develop novel algorithms for leaf segmentation and task-oriented 3D feature extraction
for initial active sensing purposes [7,8,40,52].
6. Extend information-gain decision making as a task-based criterion for active sensing [53,
54].
1.3 Outline
This thesis is organized according to the following sections:
Part I provides a deep study on the use of ToF cameras in the field of robotics and the
characterization of their sources of uncertainty.
- Chapter 2 is devoted to the rigorous study of ToF cameras technology, its principle, the
nature of its data and all its related error sources to subsequently propose a new calibration
methodology that will be at the base of the experimentation in this thesis.
- Chapter 3 reviews the literature for the purpose of providing a clear classification of
the wide range of applications where ToF cameras have been used and how they have
contributed.
Part II is divided in 5 chapters. Each of the chapters implies an incremental step forward the
development of the final task-oriented viewpoint planning goal.
- Chapter 4 reveals how to take into account the uncertainty, in images and camera poses,
to improve 3D object models by fusing multiple views following a probabilistic approach.
- Chapter 5 shows how to solve perception amibiguities coming from exploratory difficulties
by means of changing the camera’s point of view. Ambiguities easily arise when gathering
detailed information over complex scenes such as the ones with deformable objects, e.g.
plants. We propose a task-dedicated NBV approach for solving such situations.
- Chapter 6 presents a hybrid active view planning approach and its application to au-
tonomously modeling an unknown free-form 3D object using a noisy sensor. The method
combines viewpoint generation and viewpoint selection based on evaluation of the infor-
mation gain. The method has been evaluated experimentally using a calibrated 3D ToF
camera and a robotic arm on the task of 3D object modeling.
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- Chapter 7 proposes a new framework for actively exploring a 3D region of space with
the aim of localizing areas of interest for manipulation tasks over plants. Our method
uses a multi-layer occupancy grid map for encoding an exploration route that, thanks to a
multiple-view estimator and a maximum-information-gain gathering approach, incremen-
tally provides a better understanding of the scene until the task termination criterion is
reached.
- Chapter 8 is devoted to provide the final conclusions. We also summarize and discuss the
most important issues raised during this research and provide directions for future work.

Part I
3D perception and its uncertainty

2
ToF cameras. Characterization
In the real world, robots must deal with real data coming from real sensors along with their
imperfections. An appropriate characterization of the robot’s sensory system is therefore crucial
in real environments. The fulfillment of a robot’s task depends entirely on that. Depending on
the type of sensor and the chosen task, a more or less refined characterization will be required.
This thesis tries to be a clear example of how, thanks to a good characterization of a very noisy
sensor, a ToF camera, complex exploratory tasks can be properly fulfilled. Characterization is of
twofold importance within this thesis since all the methods proposed are based, in one way or
another, on an uncertainty reduction approach or also called information gain.
ToF camera is still a relatively new type of sensor that delivers 3-dimensional imaging at a
high frame rate, simultaneously providing intensity data and range information for every pixel
(Fig 2.1). Despite the number of pixels in the images is still small (i.e 176×144 in Swissranger
SR3000 and SR4000 cameras, and 204×204 in PMD CamCube camera) and noise in the depth
values can not yet be completely removed after calibration, ToF imaging is rapidly showing a
great potential in numerous scientific domains.
Due to continuous progress in microelectronics, micro optics and micro technology, the
development of ToF cameras has been possible over the last decade. They outperform past
technologies at the still difficult and slow task of depth-intensity image matching. Further
efforts are being devoted to the optimisation of the cameras themselves. More compact and
lighter cameras with better signal-to-noise ratio are being developed, and work continues in
order to improve present-day products. New camera models have recently appeared, such
as PMD CamBoard, SoftKinetic, and Swissranger 4K, and important results are expected once
researchers start to work extensively with these new models.
Depth-intensity pixel-associated images at a high frame rate without need of mobile compo-
nents, combined with other technical advantages such as robustness to illumination changes and
low weight, make it foreseeable that ToF cameras will replace previous solutions, or alternatively
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Figure 2.1: Typical raw ToF images of a table with some objects at short distance. Up Left:
intensity image. Down Left: Depth codified as intensity. Right: rotated 3D point cloud with
depth color coded. Observe the errors in depth due to the colors in the calibration pattern and
the noise in the background.
complement other technologies, in many areas of application.
Thus, this chapter provides a comprehensive overview of the state-of-the-art for the off-
the-shelf, most widely used ToF cameras, mainly those relying on demodulation lock-in pixels,
describing not only their principles and advantages, but also their current limitations and the
research that is in progress.
2.1 ToF camera principle
Depth measurements are based on the well-known time-of-flight principle. Time-of-flight can be
measured by using either pulsed or continuous-wave (CW) modulation. Although there are ToF
cameras based on both technologies, this article will focus on those based on CW modulation,
and more precisely on those that use demodulation lock-in pixels [168], no matter whether the
demodulation is digital or analog. Lock-in ToF cameras are surveyed because they have been
commercially available for more than half a decade and have been extensively used in multiple
applications [50], while applications using pulsed-based ToF cameras are still scarce.
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Figure 2.2: Distance measurement using the phase offset.
Whereas sensors based on discrete pulsed modulation measure the time of a light pulse trip
to calculate depth, sensors based on lock-in measure phase differences between emitted and
received signals (see Fig. 2.2). A near-infrared light (NIR), via light-emitting diodes (LED),
is emitted by the system and then reflected back to the sensor. Many authors [101, 109, 137,
184] provide formulations for sinusoidal signals, although other periodic functions can be used.
Every pixel on the sensor samples the amount of light reflected by the scene four times at
equal intervals for every period (m0, m1, m2 and m3 in Fig. 2.2), which allows for the parallel
measurement of its phase
ϕ = arctan
(
m3 −m1
m0 −m2
)
, (2.1)
its offset
B =
m0 +m1 +m2 +m3
4
, (2.2)
and amplitude
A =
√
[m3 −m1]2 + [m0 −m2]2
2
. (2.3)
This phase demodulation technique is commonly known as “four-bucket” sampling and it
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(a) SR3000, 176x144 (b) SR4000, 176x144 (c) O3D100, 64x48
(d) CanestaVisionTM, 64x64 (e) 19k, 160x120 (f) CamCube 2.0, 204x204
Figure 2.3: Current commercial lock-in ToF cameras. (a-b) Mesa Imaging AG c© [4]. (c) Ifm
electronic c© [1]. (d) CanestaVisionTM [2]. (e-f) PMD[Vision] R© [3]. Particularities of each
solution include the use by CanestaVisionTM of square modulated waves [69], the use of a
smart pixel - photonic mixer device (PMD) for simultaneous wave sensing and mixing by
PMD[Vision] R© [188], and the addition by Mesa Imaging AG c© of a coded binary sequence (CBS)
modulation for multi-camera operation on SR4000 new models.
permits to calculate easily the target depth
D = L
ϕ
2pi
, (2.4)
and the intensity (B), whose amplitude (A) helps to predict the quality of the measurements.
The modulation frequency (fm) of the emitted light determines the ambiguity-free distance range
of the sensor
L =
c
2fm
, (2.5)
where c is the speed of light in vacuum.
Although current off-the-shelf lock-in ToF cameras are based on analog phase demodula-
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tion, such as the ones shown in Fig. 2.3, new prototypes based on digital phase demodulation
using single-photon synchronous detection (SPSD) are emerging and claiming better perfor-
mance [135, 171]. SPSD prototypes use single-photon avalanche diodes (SPADs) as digital
single-photon detectors instead of CCD/CMOS photogates used by lock-in pixels. Due to its
digital nature, typical analog accumulating diffusion used by previous approaches is simply
replaced by a digital counter. Since SPSD does not use any analog processing or analog-to-
digital conversion, it is considered virtually noise-free at signal detection and demodulation.
Digital and analog approaches share the same mathematical representation shown previously.
From now on and for the sake of simplicity, we will refer to lock-in ToF cameras as just ToF
cameras.
2.2 Depth computation and ToF cameras
When it comes to obtaining a scene’s depth, ToF cameras exhibit some interesting properties
compared to other technologies:
1. Registered dense depth and intensity images
2. Complete image acquisition at a high frame rate
3. Small, low weight and compact design
4. No mobile parts needed
5. Auto-illumination
Traditionally, depth computation has been carried out by camera and laser-based systems
(see [24] for a complete review on laser and other light emitting devices). The following
subsections discuss the advantages of ToF cameras as compared to these sensors.
2.2.1 Camera-based systems
In this group we can place methods such as depth-from-focus/defocus/blur, depth-from-
motion, depth-from-shape, stereo and structured light triangulation methods [172]. Depth-
from-focus, depth-from-motion and depth-from-shape methods are based on focus variation,
motion estimation, and shape change determination, respectively. Generally, they produce ambi-
guities and singularities, and often require using multiple images and solving a correspondence
problem, which implies additional temporal, spatial and computational costs. Conversely, depth
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information obtained with ToF cameras is generally more precise, and it is obtained using only
one image.
Triangulation methods can be divided into passive (stereo vision) and active (such as pro-
jected structured light methods). Table 2.1 shows the main differences between ToF cameras
and common stereo and structured light methods.
Passive triangulation methods
Passive triangulation methods require two cameras separated by a baseline that determines
a limited working depth range (the higher the needed depth resolution, the larger the needed
base). These algorithms have to solve the so-called correspondence problem: determining what
pairs of points in the two images are projections of the same 3D point. This is a computationally
expensive and complex problem, as stereo vision systems are unable to match corresponding
points in homogeneous regions [77]. In contrast, ToF cameras naturally deliver depth and
simultaneous intensity data avoiding the correspondence problem, and do not require a baseline
in order to operate. In addition, the ambiguity-free range of ToF cameras (usually from 30cm to
7m) can easily be extended by varying the modulation frequency1, while that of stereo systems
is limited and usually requires changing the baseline, controlled camera motions, or zooming
techniques.
Differences ToF cameras Stereo vision Structured light
Correspondence
No Yes Yes
problem
Extrinsic No,
Yes Yes
calibration when used alone
Auto
Yes No Yes
illumination
Untextured Good Bad Good
surfaces performance performance performance
Depth range 0.3 ÷ 7.5 m. Base-line Light-power
dependent dependent
Image resolution Up to 204x204
High resolution.
Camera dependent
Frame rate Up to 25 fps.
Typically 25 fps.
Camera dependent
Table 2.1: ToF camera vs. Triangulation methods.
1In this case, however, some internal parameters would change, making camera recalibration necessary.
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Active triangulation methods
Contrarily to the preceding methods, active triangulation ones require only one camera
together with a structured light emitter that projects one line or a complete set of patterns.
Disadvantages here, in comparison with ToF cameras, include partial occlusions that involve
missing depth measurements, a need of highly powered and focused light, occasional scanning
of the light through the scene which results in low frame rates, and a very controlled light
environment that leads to a big restriction in domestic or outdoor robotics applications. Recent
approaches [130] solve the partial occlusions problem and the low frame rate by projecting
the structured light along the optical path of the camera, and using pattern defocus as a depth
estimation technique.
2.2.2 Laser-based systems
Laser-based systems provide very precise sliced 3D measurements. Albeit they have been
successfully applied to solve Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) problems [14],
difficulties in collision avoidance have been reported due to their reduced 3D field of view [184].
The common solution has been mounting the sensor on a pan-and-tilt unit. This implies row by
row sampling, and makes this solution inappropriate for real-time, dynamic scenes, as opposed
to ToF cameras. Although high depth range, accuracy and reliability are advantageous in these
systems, they are voluminous, heavy, increase the power consumption, and add additional
moving parts. ToF cameras, on the contrary, are compact and portable, they do not require
the control of mechanical moving parts, thus reducing power consumption, and they do not
need row by row sampling, thus reducing image acquisition time.
In sum, ToF cameras have evolved rapidly during the last two decades and, despite their
low resolution and low ambiguity-free range, they are already showing great potential in many
applications where not very precise but fast 3D image range data acquisition is needed, such as
obstacle avoidance [146, 184], pose estimation [82, 124], coarse 3D object reconstruction [39,
49], human body parts recognition and tracking [68, 116, 133] among others (see [50] for a
detailed application review). Although ToF cameras can not be considered yet as a mature
sensor compared to other camera-based measuring techniques and other depth sensors, a very
promising future can be foreseen.
2.3 Depth measurement errors and compensation
ToF cameras are evolving and a lot of work is devoted to understanding the sources of errors and
to minimizing them [71,92,185], as well as to model their effect for camera simulation [95]. In
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(a) Uncalibrated (b) Uncalibrated (c) Raw image
(d) Calibrated (e) Calibrated (f) Filtered
Figure 2.4: Results before and after ToF camera’s calibration and jump-edge filtering. (a-d) 3D
point cloud of a planar surface, (b-e) white/black checker-board and (c-f) plant. (d) Observe
how the orientation and depth have been corrected. (b) Observe the discrepancy in depth
between the white and black squares due to the difference in reflectivity. (e) The calibrated
image is rectified taking into account built-in and amplitude errors. (f) Reduction of noise by
filtering pixels using a flying-points detector and depth threshold filtering.
this section we will present a classification and characterisation of the different errors as well as
the currently available compensation methods and the quantitative error reduction attained.
Depth measurements with ToF cameras face the appearance of both systematic and non-
systematic errors. Generally, systematic errors can be managed by calibration and non-systematic
ones by filtering. See an example of the importance of calibration and filtering in Fig. 2.4.
2.3.1 Systematic errors
Five types of systematic errors have been identified in this thesis:
Depth distortion appears as a consequence of the fact that the emitted infrared light can not
be generated in practice as theoretically planned (generally sinusoidal) due to irregularities in
the modulation process. This type of error produces an offset that depends only on the measured
depth for each pixel. Usually, the error plotted against the distance follows a sinusoidal shape2
2This has been explained by means of perturbations on the measured signal phase caused by wrapping of odd
harmonics contained in the emitted reference signal [108].
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Figure 2.5: Depth distortion offset (Wiggling effect). (Blue dots) Measurements captured with a
SR3100 ToF camera at multiple integration times (2ms - 32 ms). (Red line) 6 degrees polynomial
approximated function.
(see Fig. 2.5). This error is sometimes referred to as wiggling or circular error.
This type of error depends on the measured depth distance, and it can be addressed by
comparing camera depth measurements with a reference ground truth distance, or by means
of an optimisation process that models the error from multiple relative measurements. While
the first approach has the disadvantage of needing an additional sensor in order to acquire the
reference distance, i.e. high accuracy track line as in [89, 113] or a calibrated color camera as
in [112,114,159], the second approach has the disadvantage of being only suitable in a limited
operating range [59, 60]. Applications in robot navigation, localization and mapping should
be better suited by the first approach in order to ensure the most reliable acquisition depth
range, while for applications such as object modeling, human-robot interaction or close scene
exploration the second one will be more adequate.
There are several approaches to encode the error data. A Look-up Table (LUT) has been
proposed [89] that stores the depth errors depending on the measured depth distance using
only one central pixel. The representation of depth errors has a sinusoidal shape, so a B-Spline
can be used to store these values in a more compact form [59,113]. Alternatively, a polynomial
function has been also used, although, on the contrary of B-Splines, undesirable border effects
can appear outside the interpolation range. The degree of the polynomial that models the
depth error has to be chosen depending on the required measurement depth range. This detail
has been left undetermined in some works [60,187]. In the general case a 6-degree function is
adequate [97]. For small ranges (1-2 meters) only a portion of the function has to be represented
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Figure 2.6: Depth-colored 3D point cloud view of a white wall at a constant distance of 1 meter.
Each figure shows the X/Z view at different integration times (a) 2ms (b) 4ms (c) 8ms. A
systematic depth offset can be observed dependent on the integration time. Amplitude-related
errors also appear on the boundary edges in Fig. (a) and (b) due to low amplitudes.
and a simple 3-degree polynomial function suffices [159]. In general this is a time-consuming
process as several distances have to be measured.
In a different way, Lindner et al. [112] present a new demodulation algorithm applicable to
the PMD camera. They use the fact that the modulated signal is composed of a sinusoidal with
a rectangular reference signal. The combination of both does not provide more accurate depth
images, but can be used to better determine the depth distortion errors.
Integration-time-related error. Integration time (IT) can be selected by the user. It has
been observed that for the same scene different IT cause different depth values in the entire
scene (see Fig. 2.6). The main reason for this effect is still a subject of investigation.
IT affects the range of depths that the camera is sensing with more precision. This has the
effect of changing the former calibration solutions. A lot of works do not mention this source of
error and usually it is not reported whether it is explicitly taken into account or not. We note
that some cameras have an auto mode for the IT. Although it may seem as a good feature, its
use makes the calibration methods hard to apply.
There are two main strategies to solve this problem. The first one is to choose one integration
time value, perform the calibration for the rest of the errors with this value, and never change
it [59,97,113,139]. This is possible when the range of depths is small.
For the second one the idea is to repeat the depth distortion calibration process for different
integration times [89,114,147] and then apply the corresponding correction values taking into
account the current IT.
Built-in pixel-related errors arise from two main sources. On the one hand, errors due
to different material properties in CMOS-gates. This produces a constant pixel-related distance
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Figure 2.7: Depth-colored Fixed Pattern Noise (FPN) offset per pixel. Reproduced from
Kahlmann et al. [89].
offset, leading to different depths measured in two neighbour pixels corresponding to the same
real depth. On the other hand, there are latency-related offset errors due to the capacitor charge
time delay during the signal correlation process. This can be observed as a rotation of the image
plane, i.e. a perpendicular flat surface is viewed with a wrong orientation.
Such errors are related to the position of the pixel in the sensor array. A common repre-
sentation of this error is a Fixed Pattern Noise (FPN) table (see Fig. 2.7) that is obtained by
comparing the computed depths with a reference distance [89]. However, with this procedure
the contribution of amplitude-related errors cannot be separated and FPN accounts for both error
sources.
Neighbouring pixel errors are small, and can be considered negligible. In that case, only
the error from the rotation of the image plane has to be modeled. A compact representation
is a function depending on the row and column position of the pixel [59]. Sometimes the
parameters of this function are specified inside the polynomials that define the Depth distorsion
error and they are solved jointly in the same minimisation process [60, 159]. We note that
the Swissranger camera manufacturer provides such a FPN matrix in the calibration file [4].
However, some authors prefer to recalibrate for this error effects when using this camera [125].
Amplitude-related errors occur due to low or overexposed reflected amplitudes. Depth
accuracy is highly related to the amount of incident light as it can be deduced from (2.1) and
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Figure 2.8: Depth-colored amplitude-related errors. Depth image of a flat wall at 0.43 meters.
Depth overestimation can be observed due to low illumination (borders of the image).
(2.4). The higher the reflected amplitudes, the higher the depth accuracy. Low amplitude
appears more often in the border of the image as the emitted light power is lower than in the
center, leading to overestimating depth (see Fig. 2.8). Contrarily, when the object is too close
to the camera or integration time has been chosen too high, saturation can appear and depth
measurements will not be valid.
This type of error arises due to three main causes. First, systematic non-uniform NIR LEDs
illumination causes depth misreadings at pixels distant from the image center. A second cause
is low illumination for scenes with objects at different distances. And third, differences in object
reflectivities cause different depth measurements for pixels at the same constant distance. Non-
specular materials retain energy and modify consequently the reflected light phase, depending
on their refraction indices.
Low amplitude errors can be avoided easily by filtering pixels with lower amplitude than a
threshold [60,185], but this solution may discard a large region of the image. Additionally, the
threshold may need to vary when moving. An earlier solution was to increase the overall depth
accuracy in scenes with nearby and distant objects by combining depth measurements from two
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range images with different exposure settings [69]. Nevertheless, the preferred solution to this
problem is still filtering.
The second error source, over-exposition, can be detected if the raw time measures of the
camera can be accessed [149]. This is not possible in Swissranger cameras. However, the new
SR4k camera provides a confidence value that can be used for this purpose.
The third amplitude-related error cause, different object reflectivities, is quite difficult to
handle. A common solution is to reproduce the Built-in pixel-related errors and Amplitude-
related errors calibration methods for different reflective surfaces [89] and store all the median
values and use them as a look-up table depending on intensity values. As the amplitude plays
an important role, the combination of the ToF camera with a color camera has been also
suggested [114] to better measure intensity.
In fact, depth and amplitude measurements are highly correlated. Guomundsson et al. [71]
propose to improve depth ones by simply subtracting the standardised amplitude inverse (1/A),
where standarised means taking away the mean and dividing by the standard deviation. Taking
into account the same correlation principle, Oprisescu et al. [139] provide two methods to cor-
rect inaccuracies of depth and amplitude by using information based on the other. This approach
is continued by Falie et al. [46], who provide a noise model for phenomena analysis [45] that
predicts distance error at a pixel as a function of the amplitude at that pixel and the distance
itself.
Temperature-related errors happen because internal camera temperature affects depth
processing, explaining why some cameras include an internal fan. Depth values suffer from
a drift in the whole image until the temperature of the camera is stabilised.
Impact of internal and external temperature on distance measurements is studied in [89,
149] as a result of the high response of the semiconductor materials to changes in temperature.
A SwissRanger camera SR-2 showed an overestimation in measured distances when the sensor
started working, and when operating at higher temperatures (see Fig. 2.9). The next generation
of the camera tried to palliate this problem by incorporating a fan to stabilize the temperature.
The general strategy to palliate temperature depth errors is to switch on the camera and let it
take a stable working temperature before calibrating it and using it. While some past approaches
recommended to wait around 4 minutes for the SR-3000 [169], new studies with new camera
models (SR-4000) recommend to wait up to 40 minutes [28]. New models did not get worse but
more accurate (±1cm), and higher waiting time is considered necessary to ensure stabilization.
2.3.2 Quantitative error analysis
The preceding section has described how several authors have applied different calibration
methods in order to reduce each systematic error. In order to better understand the amount
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Figure 2.9: Temperature-related error. Figure extracted from Kahlmann et al. [89].
of improvement achieved in each work, Table 2.2 summarizes the error reductions attained by
the main compensation approaches found in literature. Although a comparison between the
different methods is a difficult task due to the variety of cameras being used, some conclusions
can be drawn. Special attention has to be payed to the results obtained by Fuchs et al. [59]
and Kahlmann et al. [89], since they managed to reduce the overall standard error to less than
3 mm. The reason why these two approaches achieve such a good performance is because
they reduce the three main error sources: depth distortion, built-in pixel and integration-time-
related errors. Rapp [149] quantified the proportion of reduction attributable to each of these
systematic errors. The temperature-related error was not considered in his work and amplitude
was just used for pixel validation purposes. Three different ToF cameras (Effector O3D, PMD
19k and SR-3000) were used in his experiments, all of them leading to similar error reduction
results. Approximately 40 % of the overall error reduction was found to be attributable to the
compensation of depth distortion, 33.3 % to the mitigation of the integration-time-related error,
and only 6.6 % to correction of the built-in pixel-related error. Further evidence for these results
can be observed in Table 2.2, where the worst overall error reduction is obtained by a method
that does not treat the integration-time error, and deals only partially with the built-in pixel-
related error.
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Article Camera
Compensation method used Remaining error
Depth Distortion Amplitude Built-in pixel Integration Time Mean Std. Dev.
Fuchs et al. O3D100
B-Splines
Pan and tilt coef. Unique IT/range ±1.2 ±5.7
[59] multiple range amplitudes
Kahlmann et al. SR-2 Look-up table - Fixed pattern noise Look-up table ±1.0 ±10.0
[89]
Lidner et al. PMD (64x48) B-Spline - Fixed pattern noise Constant IT ±10.0 ±3.0
[113]
Radmer et al. PMD B-Spline Look-up table - Look-up table ±10.0 ±25.0
[147]
Kim et al. SR3000 6-degree Radial pattern - Unique IT/range ±13.6 ±8.8
[97] polynomial
Schiller et al. PMD (64x48) 3-degree - Pan and tilt coef. - ±50.0 ±100.0
[159] polynomial
Table 2.2: Error reductions attained by different compensation approaches from literature. Error
units are in millimeters.
2.3.3 Non-systematic errors
Four non-systematic errors can also be identified in depth measurements with ToF cameras,
the occurrence of the last three being unpredictable.
Signal-to-noise ratio distortion appears in scenes not uniformly illuminated. Low illumi-
nated areas are more susceptible to noise than high illuminated ones. This type of error is
highly dependent on the amplitude, the IT parametrisation and the depth uniformity of the
scene. Non-uniform depth over the scene can lead to low-amplitude areas (far objects) that will
be highly affected by noise.
Signal-to-noise ratio can be improved by several means. Low-amplitude filtering can be eas-
ily used and corrupted readings can be simply removed [187] or a more sophisticated procedure
can actively decide the optimal IT depending on the desired areas [60]. Other approaches try
to minimise noise effects by computing the average of those readings and surpassing a certain
accuracy threshold based on pixels variance [45,71,149].
Multiple light reception errors appear due to the interference of multiple light reflections
captured at each sensor’s pixel. These multiple light reflections depend on the low lateral sensor
resolution and the geometric shape of the objects in the scene.
Multiple light reception errors are mainly due to the presence of surface edges (jump edges)
and object concavities (see Fig. 2.10 and Fig. 2.11, respectively). On the one hand, jump edge
errors are generally removed by comparing the angle of incidence of neighboring pixels [60,
88, 92]. On the other hand, it is still an open question how to deal with multiple reflections
originated by concavities [71], although some initial studies have already shown good results
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(a) 2D Gray scale range image (b) Rotated 3D point cloud
Figure 2.10: Multiple light reception due to the integration of foreground and background light.
(a) 2D Gray scale range image of a mug. (b) Rotated 3D point cloud view. False depth readings
appear at the edges between foreground and background objects due to the integration of the
reflected light of both surfaces in the corresponding pixels.
Figure 2.11: Multiple light reception due to concavities in the scene.
compensating it. While Fuchs [58] took care of the error by simulating the expected error while
incorporating the scene configuration into a multipath model, Jimenez et al. [86] improved the
previous method by removing the scene configuration from the model. Both approaches assume
as a Lambertian radiators all of the objects within the scene and spent several minutes for each
measurements.
Light scattering effect arises due to multiple light reflexions between the camera lens and
its sensor (see Fig. 2.12). This effect produces a depth underestimation over the affected pixels,
because of the energy gain produced by its neighbouring pixel reflections [88]. Errors due to
light scattering are only relevant when nearby objects are present in the scene. The closer an
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Figure 2.12: Light scattering. Figure extracted from Mure-Dubois, J. and Hügli, H. [131].
object, the higher the interference [91].
Light scattering effects have been minimised following two approaches. Firstly, [127] sug-
gested selecting an optimal IT in order to minimise saturation problems and remove scattering-
affected pixels using a filter based on the combination of amplitude and intensity values. And
secondly, a compensation method based on blind deconvolution was proposed based on a
mathematical model [131]. Because empiric parametrisation was still needed, further research
must be carried out to optimally mitigate its effect. Instead of trying to detect and decrease the
scattering effect, some researchers point out that new sensor materials with lower reflectivity
will arise in the future that will make scattering negligible [88].
Motion blurring, present when traditional cameras are used in dynamic environments,
appears also with ToF cameras. This is due to the physical motion of the objects or the camera
during the integration time used for sampling (see Fig. 2.13).
Motion blurring errors can be classified in two different types of artifacts depending on
whether their appearance is due to lateral or axial motion. A common technique for reducing
the lateral artifacts, although the signal-to-noise ratio increases considerably, is to reduce the
shutter time as much as possible depending on the dynamics of the scene [81, 110]. Instead,
in [117] a combination of a conventional 2D image sensor and a PMD camera is used in order
to detect lateral motion artifacts by means of a classical 2D image edge detector. Instead of
discarding the corrupted data, the authors present two possible correction approaches. On the
one hand, an average of positionally weighted neighbouring pixels is recommended, and on
the other hand, after a phase sampling analysis of images, 2 phase depth computation can be
used instead of the common 4 phase algorithm. Another approach, this time for solving both
lateral and axial motion blurring consecutively, is presented in [111]. Lateral motion artifacts
are identified first, by estimating optic flow from some pre-processed phase-sampled images, and
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(a) Depth colored point cloud of a static
hand
(b) Depth colored point cloud of a hand
moving to the left
Figure 2.13: Motion blurring. It appears due to a quick movement of the camera or the objects
in the scene during the integration time. Its effect can be seen by comparing subfigures (a) and
(b).
afterwards, axial motion artifacts are removed using both an axial motion estimation approach
and a theoretical model for axial motion deviation errors. In [43], a windowed discrete Fourier
transform is used to replace the standard phase detection algorithm to significaly improving also
both, axial and linearity motion errors.
2.4 ToF cameras in outdoor sunlight conditions
As it has been introduced in the last section, illumination conditions are a crucial issue for a good
depth estimation and also one of the main reasons for the tuning of the camera parameters due
to constant enviromental light disturbances. In this section we are interested in validating the
use of ToF cameras in outdoor environments, paying special attention to shadow, sunlight, and
combined situations. It is already accepted that structured-light-based RGB-D sensors like Kinect
cannot be used outdoors [10], and that only some of the ToF cameras are specially designed to
do so. In particular, we have shown that Swissranger SR4000 camera do not work but that
CamCube and CamBoard PMD cameras do [94].
Figure 2.14 shows the image, taken with a PMD Camboard camera, of a big leave using
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Figure 2.14: CamBoard depth images of plant leaves under the three different ambient
illumination conditions. Inconsistent pixels appear as dark spots. Reproduced from [94].
three pre-determined integration times under three different illumination conditions: room,
shadow in outdoors, and direct sunlight. Observe that under sunlight conditions a great number
of inconsistent pixels (marked as dark spots) appear while using the largest integration time
(Fig 2.14 (c,iii)). Contrarily, when using an appropriate integration time the image is nearly
correct (Fig 2.14 (a,iii) and thus PMD Camboard can be used in direct sunlight situations when
the appropriate integration time is selected.
However, real imaging situations can include even more challenging scenarios with mixed
illumination conditions. For instance, scenes where half of the leaf is under direct sunlight and
half under a shadow. To tackle this problem we have taken advantage of the pixel error flags
provided by the PMD cameras (see Table 2.3 and Fig. 2.15(c)). We have proposed merging
two depth images at different integration times by exploiting the error flags to correctly replace
the depth values of those pixels with Inconsistent/Saturated flags set at higher ITs with the
corresponding values from lower ITs [94]. The results are shown in Fig. 2.15 (a,iii) and (b,iii),
where the net effect of combining the exposures, both in depth and intensity, clearly improves
the original ones. This approach will require calibration for only two IT values as it has been
discussed in Sec. 2.3.
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Figure 2.15: CamBoard images including both shadow and sunlight exposures. (a,iii) and (b,iii)
show High Dynamic Range (HDR) images after combining two different exposures (c) Flags set
at IT 300 µs. Reproduced from [94].
2.5 Calibration algorithm considering the application range
Several calibration methods have been proposed in the scientific literature, each with its own
peculiarities. Among them, it is quite difficult to decide which calibration method should be
applied for a new application. While Chapter 3 will survey how ToF cameras have been used in
the past and what are the most common applications, it is in this section were a general unified
approach to ToF camera calibration is going to be provided.
A naive and first approach would be to parameterize, per pixel, the complete set of sys-
tematic errors. Applying such approach would require a 4-D look-up table providing error
offsets dependent on pixel’s position, integration time, measured depth and reflected amplitude.
Although such naive calibration would be very accurate, it would be highly time consuming and
consequently inadvisable for robotic applications.
Instead, a more appropriate and general approach can be devised. A method consisting of
two types of calibration processes, one depending on the short-range robotic applications and
another one on the long-range ones (see Fig. 2.16 and Alg. 2.1 for a graphical and pseudocode
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Flag Identifier (Hex) Description
Invalid 0x00000001u
Depth value unreliable
(amplitude too high or too low)
Saturated 0x00000002u
Amplitude saturation reached
(only CamCube)
Inconsistent 0x00000004u
Raw data inconsistent
(only CamBoard)
Low Signal 0x00000008u
Not enough signal strength to
measure depth accurately
SBI Active 0x00000010u
Suppression of background
illumination is active (only CamBoard)
Table 2.3: Different possible values for the PMD Flags.
representation, respectively). Short-range applications are defined as the ones whose depth
ranges between 0.4 and 2 meters, and long-range applications are those with a depth range
larger than 2 meters and which do not have measurements closer than 1.5 meters. While
the pre-processing module is shared, the systematic errors calibration module is tailored to
each process. Large-range applications differ from short-range ones in that the scene can
contain simultaneously nearby and distant objects. That is the reason why multiple IT look-
up tables have to be built and B-Splines are used, instead of the simple polynomials used in
the short range. In the same manner, multiple FPN are calculated for each IT, while short-
range applications need only one. Systematic amplitude errors due to object reflectivity can be
considered negligible for large range scenes if compared to the other influencing factors [89,
114].
Instead of solving each systematic error step by step, a complete calibration approach can be
used for short range applications.
The pre-processing module is divided into three stages. First of all, a warm-up period has
to be waited in order to minimize temperature effects, usually between 10 and 20 minutes de-
pending on the camera. Secondly, intrinsic parameters have to be calculated in order to convert
from spherical coordinates to Cartesian ones taking into account lens and sensor distortions.
Finally, an amplitude filtering is applied in order to increase accuracy by using the most reliable
data. Low illuminated and over-saturated pixels have to be discarded before a systematic error
calibration process takes place.
Short range applications have the peculiarity of requiring only a particular integration time
for covering the whole scene. The optimal IT can be chosen as the one with less over-saturated
and underexposed pixels at the required depth range. Once the IT is defined, systematic errors
can be estimated. Firstly, a 3-degree polynomial look-up table is built by measuring depth of a
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Figure 2.16: Suggested calibration approach dependent on the range of the scene. Short-range
(0.4m - 2m). Large-range (1.5m - 7.5m).
mobile white planar surface at several intervals over the defined short range. Only a centered
pixel is used for the measurements. Afterwards, a fixed pattern noise is computed at half depth
range, this time for the whole sensor matrix. And finally, an amplitude look-up table is built by
means of a mobile scaled black-to-white calibration pattern, once again using a single centered
pixel.
Long-range applications need different integration times depending on the current scene
distance. That is the reason why, after choosing the required IT range, multiple IT look-up
tables have to be calculated. Considering that the scene can contain different distant objects
simultaneously, each IT look-up table has to be measured over the full range in order to evaluate
all measurements. B-Splines are used, instead of a polynomial, in order to reduce the overall
complexity. Measurements at a central pixel of a mobile planar surface are used here too.
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Algorithm 2.1: Suggested Calibration Approach
1: wait warm-up period;
2: calculate intrinsic parameters;
3: filter amplitude;
4: if ShortRangeScene then
5: Select Optimal Integration Time;
6: LUTIT = compute 3-degree polynomial look-up table;
7: FPN = compute fixed pattern noise;
8: LUTA = compute amplitude look-up table;
9: else
10: Ni = choose integration time set;
11: for all i such that 1 ≤ i ≤ size(Ni) do
12: LUTi = compute B-Spline look-up table for Ni;
13: FPNi = compute fixed pattern noise for Ni;
14: end for
15: end if
2.6 Comparison with RGB-D cameras
Around 2012, the appearance of RGB-D cameras revolutionized the field of robotics. This type
of sensor was very easy to use and offered data of enough quality for letting it be applied in most
robotic applications. Not only RGB-D has become widely used in human activity recognition,
but also in mobile robotics and object recognition. For a compendium of the last developments
see [56]. Another proof of its acceptance is the appearance of numerous databases containing
images of a large number of objects that have been made publicly available [84].
In this section we undertake a comparative assessment of the usefulness of both ToF and
RGB-D cameras to acquire (possibly deformable) object models at close distances for robot
manipulation tasks3. The main objective is to present in a comprehensive way practical as-
pects of both technologies, and to evaluate not just physical sensor features (e.g. field of
view, delivered image size, frame rate, focus and integration time), but also on experimental
performance aspects, such as operational distance range, calibration requirements, precision,
occlusions, illumination conditions and ease of use, among others. We contribute the practical
learned lessons and the conclusions derived from our experience with 3D cameras [11].
3D images are commonly represented as images with color codifying depth, or as projections
of 3D point-clouds. Figure 2.17 shows typical 3D images of a plant leaf acquired with both, ToF
and RGB-D cameras.
The main characteristics of two ToF cameras, PMD CamCube 3 and Mesa Swissranger 4K,
3At the time of this research Kinect One was not yet released and therefore it is not included in this study.
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(a) ToF depth (b) ToF intensity (c) ToF 3D point cloud
(d) Kinect depth (e) Kinect color (f) Kinect 3D point cloud
Figure 2.17: Typical images supplied by a ToF camera and a Kinect camera at their shortest
working distances. Original Kinect images are cropped to facilitate the comparison and
observation of details. (a) Depth is codified as color. The details of the vein structure are
observed, while in (d) they are not retained. (c) and (f) are the reconstructed 3D point clouds for
each camera using factory settings. Observe in (c) the false flying points between the leaf edge
and background, and in (d), the holes between the leaf and the background due to occlusions
between the infrared (IR) light projector and the camera.
as well as the most common RGB-D cameras (Kinect, Asus Xtion, Carmine) are detailed in
Table 2.4. Classically, 3D was obtained with a passive stereo system, and it is known to be still
a very good alternative when viewing textured objects. The market offers already calibrated
stereo systems ready to be used off-the-shelf. These systems are also RGB-D sensors, as the
correspondence method used to determine the depth for each pixel provide also the color
component. Abusing of terminology, in this work RGB-D will denote only kinect-like cameras.
We refer to [94] for a detailed review of stereo vision algorithms compared to ToF cameras in
the context of plant-leaf segmentation.
Kinect uses an infrared structured light emitter to project a pattern into the scene and a
camera to acquire the image of that pattern; then depth is computed by means of structured
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Camera model PMD CamCube Swissranger 4K Kinect/Asus/Carmine 1.09
Technology ToF ToF Structured light
Image size 200x200 176x144 640x480 (depth)
1280x1024 (color)
Frame rate 40 fps 30 fps 30fps (depth)
up to 80fps up to 50fps 30/15fps (color)
Lens CS mount f = 12,8 Standard/Wide option Fixed
Range 0.2 - 7m 0.8 - 5m 0.7 - 3.5m
0.8 - 8m 0.35-1.4m (Carmine 1.09)
Field of view 40x40 43.6x34.6 57x43
69x56
Focus Adjustable Fixed Fixed
Integration time Manual Manual Auto
Illumination Auto Auto Auto (depth)
Suppression Suppression
Outdoor Background Background No
Illumination Illumination
Depth Depth Depth
Images Intensity Intensity Color
Amplitude Amplitude
Confidence Confidence
Interface USB USB - Ethernet USB
Table 2.4: Specifications of different ToF and RGB-D cameras.
light algorithms. Additionally, Kinect integrates a high resolution color camera.
Kinect was developed with the idea of robust interactive human body tracking and large
efforts have been made in this direction [164]. The community rapidly started to use kinect
after its protocol was unofficially made available, first with the same idea of human interaction
and afterwards in other areas, like robot navigation (see the TurtleBot robot for a good example
of use) and scene modeling (see Faro Scenect 5.2 software or the free implementation of the
KinFu algorithm). Later, the official library was made public through the OpenNi organization
and now it is integrated in the major perception libraries, like OpenCV 4 and PCL5.
PCL has become a standard in 3D vision. Both RGB-D and ToF cameras produce data in
a format that permits taking advantage of the methods implemented in this library. PCL also
offers several procedures for data storage, visualization and analysis, which have been useful in
the aforementioned projects. It is worth mentioning that ToF data is noisier and, consequently,
PCL-filtering modules have been helpful.
4http://opencv.org/
5http://pointclouds.org/
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Frame rate and resolution. All cameras can deliver depth images at reasonably high frame
rates. Their main difference is in depth image resolution: ToF is typically around 200 x 200
(40000 depth points), while RGB-D is 640 x 480 (307200 points). A new RGB-D camera is
expected to appear with a resolution of 1240x980. The functioning principle of RGB-D cameras
relies on the projection of a pattern of spots onto the scene (patent “Depth mapping using
projected patterns" - 20100118123). Naturally, depth measurements can be performed only
at the sensed spots, so the real resolution is restricted to the number of such spots. The actual
figures are unknown, but it is accepted that approximately one out of every 9 pixels in the image
is bright, leading to a real resolution of approximately 34650 pixels. Depth for the remaining
pixels is interpolated up to VGA resolution.
Working distance. We focus this work on 3D perception for robotic manipulation and object
modeling, thus the capability of sensing at short distances is important. This is possible with
both types of cameras.
ToF cameras can acquire images at 0.2m. At this distance, and considering the field of view,
even relatively small objects, like a plant leaf, fill a large part of the image (Figs. 2.17a - 2.17c).
Kinect minimum working distance is specified at 0.7m, but depth images can be obtained up
to 0.5m. At this distance and considering the wider field of view, the same leaf fills only a
small portion of the Kinect image. To permit the observation of details and comparison with
ToF, Figures 2.17d-2.17f show a cropped portion of the original Kinect images. Getting closer
to the object has two drawbacks for ToF cameras. On the one hand, focus problems appear
(in practice this means a drop in the quality of the computed depth). Like any other camera
that uses optics, focus determines the depth of field (distance range where sharp images are
obtained). If we set the focus to obtain sharp images for close objects then the depth of field
is small. ToF cameras do not have auto-focus capabilities, so the focus (and consequently the
desired depth of field) has to be determined in advance. On the other hand, integration time
has to be currently manually adjusted. Integration time has a strong impact on the quality of
the obtained images, and each integration time sets the camera for a particular range of depths.
As before, for close distances the range of possible depths for a given integration time is small.
Some ToF cameras have the capability of auto-adjusting the integration time. However, depth
calibration of ToF cameras depends on integration time, and a common practice is to calibrate
for only a few integration times, which are chosen considering the expected depth range, as it
has been previously explained in Sec. 2.5.
Dense maps. One common problem with both cameras is that they do not provide a dense
depth map. The delivered depth images contain holes corresponding to the zones where the
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sensors have problems, whether due to the material of the objects (reflection, transparency,
light absorption) or their position (out of range, occlusions). As will become apparent in the
next sections, RGB-D cameras are more sensitive to this problem by construction, as some points
are visible by the camera and are occluded from the projector, and consequently their depths
cannot be estimated. In practice, this produces some discontinuities in the depth image, mainly
at edges, represented as black zones (Fig. 2.17d).
Depth computation. RGB-D cameras do not directly compute the depth of image points.
Instead, they compute first the disparity between the projected pattern points and the viewed
ones. A careful calibration of the sensor is required to obtain precise depth values. The typical
quantization problem of stereo systems appears also here, leading to an error in the depth
measurements that increases quadratically with the distance from the sensor up to 4cm [96].
This effect, in the form of lack of details, can be observed in Figure 2.17d paying attention to
the fact that the measured depths in the pixels of the whole leaf are almost the same. This can be
produced by the interpolation process due to the special dotted pattern used as structured light,
but also suggests, in conjunction with the lack of acquisition of small details (also shown in the
next sections), that images delivered by Kinect are pre-processed with a smoothing filter, e.g.
a Gaussian filter. In contrast, observe how the details of the vein structure are nicely captured
using ToF (Fig. 2.17a).
Classical stereo vision depth computation algorithms are a good alternative to obtain 3D
maps. As it is known, they depend on the computation of the disparity, from point features or
image patches, that works better with textured surfaces. Even using global matching algorithms,
accurate shape retrieval is hard when viewing untextured object surfaces like plant leaves [94].
A common technique is to use high resolution cameras (over 16 Mpixel) to assure enough
texture. Such algorithms are costly in computation time, current GPU implementations can
produce results in the order of one frame per second, which for some robotics applications may
be adequate.
Colored point clouds. One of the advantages of RGB-D cameras is the ability to deliver
colored depth points. The combination of ToF images and color images is also possible by
computing the extrinsic calibration between both cameras [9] or alternatively using a beam
splitter between the two cameras mounted at 90o [65].
Illumination conditions. All cameras can work in a wide variety of illumination conditions
since all of them provide auto-illumination, except that RGB-D cannot operate under strong light
conditions like outdoors. Figure 2.18 shows an experiment where a plant is partially illuminated
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(a) Kinect color (b) Kinect color (c) ToF intensity
(d) Kinect depth (e) Kinect depth (f) ToF depth
Figure 2.18: Comparison between Kinect and ToF camera images in different sunlight
conditions. (a), (d) Without direct sunlight, Kinect is capable of obtaining depth images. (b), (e)
When parts of the plant receive direct sunlight (as it is common in greenhouses), Kinect cannot
deliver depth information. (c), (f) ToF camera provides a depth image, even if sunlight partially
illuminates a leaf. Observe, however, that overexposed leaf parts in the intensity image are
noisier in the depth image.
with direct sunlight, as it is common in greenhouses. Kinect was not designed to operate in
such conditions, and it can be observed how in that scenario (Fig. 2.18b) it cannot provide
depth information (Fig. 2.18e) while in dimmer light conditions it operates correctly (Figs. 2.18a
and 2.18d). On the contrary (as shown in Figs. 2.18c and 2.18f), ToF cameras still provide depth
information although with noisier depth readings on those parts exposed to direct sunlight [94].
2.7 Discussion
Over the last years, performance of ToF cameras has improved significantly; errors have been
minimised and higher resolution and frame rates have been obtained. Although ToF cameras
cannot yet attain the depth accuracy offered by other types of sensors such as laser scanners,
depth calibration can be performed to increase accuracy. Moreover, we have shown that ToF
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cameras can provide depth images at short distances of up to 20 cm. This capability makes
them very valuable in contexts where the perception of fine details over the objects are crucial.
The price to pay is the need to manually set the focus, which determines the depth of field,
as well as to tune the integration time, since each value yields good-quality images only for a
narrow depth range.
Advantages of these type of sensors are multiple: they are compact and portable, easing
movement; they make data extraction simpler and quicker, reducing power consumption and
computational time; and they offer a combination of images that show great potential in the
development of data feature extraction, registration, reconstruction, planning and optimisation
algorithms, among other positive characteristics.
Some broad challenges need to be mentioned. First, resolution is still generally low for ToF
cameras, despite some efforts have already led to better resolutions as explained above. Second,
short integration times required in short distance imaging produce strong noise ratio, and high
integration times can result in pixel saturation [44]. Although some algorithms dealing with
this problem have already been proposed, more research is needed in this direction. Third, an
important issue for ToF cameras is the aliasing effect, a consequence of the periodicity of the
modulated signal. Distances to objects that differ 360◦ in phase are indistinguishable. If it is
required for the application, the use of multiple modulated frequencies can be a solution here,
or alternatively lowering the modulation frequency since it would increase the unambiguous
metric range.
Other concerns include ambient light noise, motion artifacts and high-reflectivity surfaces
in the scene. Ambient light may contain unwanted light of the same wavelength as that of the
ToF light source which may cause false measurements in the sensor. Frequency-based filters can
be used in order to minimise this effect. Motion artifacts are errors caused by receiving light
from different depths at the same time due to object motion in the scene. This type of errors
are mostly observed around the edges of the moving object and can be attenuated by either
increasing the frame rate, or by correction using motion estimation. Finally, errors due to the
coexistence of low-reflective and high-reflective objects (mirroring effect) can be addressed by
combining multiple exposure settings.
Comparatively, RGB-D cameras do not require calibration and incorporate off-the-shelf pro-
cedures that make their usage easy and quick. Thus they are a good choice to readily get depth
images of a scene. Their main shortcoming is that they are difficult to be used as active devices
mounted on robots to work at short distance ranges. Moreover, the details that they can supply
on the shape of objects are limited, and they cannot operate outdoors.

3
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The distinctive characteristics of ToF cameras, explained in the previous chapter, have proved
to give important advantages in several fields. In this chapter, more than one hundred articles
have been reviewed for the purpose of providing a clear classification of the wide range of
applications where ToF cameras have been used and how they have contributed. By consid-
ering the application scenario, three groups have arised: scene-related tasks, object-related tasks
and applications involving humans. Scene-related tasks generally involve mobile robots and large
displacements, while object-related tasks concern robotic arms or humanoid-like robots instead,
and also small depths. To give a comprehensive overview, the group of applications involving
humans has been included, since a lot of work has been done about face, hand, and body
recognition with applications to man-machine interfaces. The first works in all of these areas
have been mainly comparisons between ToF and other technologies. Subsequently, new works
have appeared where these technologies have been gradually complemented, and sometimes
substituted, by ToF cameras.
Each of the following sections is complemented with a table that summarises and gives a
comprehensive view of its contents stressing in each case the differential advantages.
As it will be concluded at the end of this chapter, the most exploited feature of ToF cameras
is their capability of delivering complete scene depth maps at high frame rate without the need
of moving parts. Moreover, foreground/background segmentation methods based on depth
information are quite straightforward, so ToF images are used in many applications requiring
them. A good characteristic is that geometric invariants as well as metric constraints can be
naturally used with the ToF depth images.
The depth-intensity image pair is also often used, exploiting the fact that both images are
delivered already registered. In applications where the reduced resolution of a ToF camera is
critical, it is complemented with other sensors, usually color cameras. ToF cameras are used
in human environments because they are eye-safe and permit avoiding physical contact and
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dedicated markers or hardware.
Some of the reviewed works did not apply any calibration method to rectify the depth
images. We believe that this explains several of the errors and inaccuracies reported in some
experiments, so that with proper calibration better results could be obtained. We note that
ToF technology is continuously evolving and that depth correction methods are still subject to
investigation.
3.1 Scene-related tasks
This kind of applications deal with tasks involving scenes that contain objects like furniture and
walls. Observe that the expected range of distances to these objects is relatively wide. A usual
framework in these applications is to install the camera on a mobile robot and use it for robot
navigation and mapping. As it will be seen, one of the areas where ToF cameras are adequate is
in obstacle avoidance, because the detection region is not only horizontal (like in laser scanners)
but also vertical, allowing to detect obstacles with complex shapes. Clearly, the most appreciated
characteristic of ToF cameras here is the high frame rate (see Table 3.1). Some applications also
benefit from the metric information obtained with depth images.
Comparison. Initial works were devoted to the comparison of ToF with other sensors, mainly
laser scanners. Thanks to the larger vertical field of view of ToF cameras, difficult obstacles (like
tables) are better detected by them than by 2D laser scanners. For example, Weingarten et
al. [184] demonstrated this in the context of an obstacle avoidance algorithm.
To obtain a comparable detection area, a 3D scanner can be built from a pivoted 2D laser
scanner. May et al. [126, 127] compared the performance of their robot navigation algorithm
using such sensor and using a ToF camera. One of the main difficulties they encountered is the
accumulated error in the map created with the ToF camera, leading to failures when closing
loops, for instance. Compared to pivoted laser scanners, accumulated errors usually occur more
often with ToF cameras due to their smaller field of view. As we will see in the next section, this
problem is also present in objects modeling tasks.
Only ToF. ToF cameras have been used successfully as the unique sensor in some mobile
robotic applications, despite their typical limited resolution. For mapping purposes, ToF cameras
are very interesting because they allow to extract geometric features. Most of the reviewed applica-
tions extract planar regions using both intensity and depth images. In [123], May et al. explored
different methods to improve pose estimation. They propose additionally a final refinement step
that involves the alignment of corresponding surface normals leading to improved 3D scene
maps computed at frame rate. The normal of the extracted planes is also used by Hedge and
Ye [78] to detect badly conditioned plane detection, as horizontal planes in a staircase. Also
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Pathak et al. [141] have reported the use of ToF to extract planes for 3D mapping.
Alternatively, the acquired crude point clouds can be processed by a variant of the Iterative
Closest Point (ICP) algorithm to find the relation between two point clouds. For example, a real
time 3D map construction algorithm is proposed by Ohno et al. [138] in the context of a snake-
like rescue robot operating in complex environments, like rubble in disaster-like scenarios. Here,
a modification of the classical ICP algorithm is proposed to cope with ToF noisy readings and to
speed up the process.
Another adaptation of an ICP-like algorithm for ToF images is presented by Stipes et al. [170],
where both the depth and the intensity images are used. They present a probabilistic point
sampling process to obtain significant points used in the registration process.
ICP assumes that both point clouds overlap, so wrong depth points can distort the result.
May et al. [125] presented an ICP variant to take this explicitly into account. They propose a
mapping algorithm using a Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) technique to reduce
the reconstruction error that is specially useful when a zone of the scenario is revisited, i. e.,
when closing a loop.
Also with potential applications to SLAM, Gemeiner et al. [64] proposed a corner filtering
scheme combining both the intensity and depth images of a ToF camera.
Complex environments are a good test field for ToF cameras, as they are capable of naturally
recovering their geometry. In the context of pipeline inspection, Thielemann et al. [178] have
proposed to use a ToF camera to detect the different junctions based not on appearance but
on geometric properties. Here the self-illumination mechanism of ToF cameras is appreciated.
Furthermore, Sheh et al. [162] have proposed a ToF based navigation system for a random
stepfield terrain1. They use the depth information to color an array of pixels and then perform
some classical edge detection algorithms in this array, which is called heightfield. The heading
and attitude compensation of the image is performed using an inertial unit.
ToF cameras have proved to be also applicable in dynamic environment mapping thanks
to their characteristic high frame rate. Swadzba et al. [175] present a scene reconstruction
algorithm that discards dynamic objects, like pedestrians, using a static camera in the difficult
case of short sequences (2-3 sec.). Motion is recovered via optical flow in the intensity images,
and then transferred to the depth image to compute a 3D velocity vector.
ToF cameras have been employed also in the automotive field to assist in parking operations.
In [6] Acharya et al. describe the system design of a ToF camera for backup obstacle detection.
In [63] the same group presents an application of a similar camera for the detection of curves
and ramps also in parking settings. A modified Ransac algorithm, that uses only the best inliers,
is used to find the best fitting of the planar patches that model the environment. ToF has
1Stepfield terrains are the NIST proposal to generate repeatable terrain for evaluating robot mobility.
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been used also to control the deployment of the airbag system depending on the nature of the
occupant in a car [67]: adult, child, child seat or objects. A Support Vector Machine (SVM) based
algorithm is the technology preferred for classification using depth images. The key advantadges
of ToF in this case are its robustness to light changes, its compact casing and the ability to deliver
3D images at a high frame rate.
Fusion with other sensors. Some authors have started recently to fuse ToF cameras with
other sensors, i.e. laser scanners and different types of color cameras. A simple approach is to
integrate ToF into existing algorithms. For example, Yuan et al. [190] propose a fusion process to
integrate 3D data in the domain of laser data by projecting ToF point clouds onto the laser plane.
This is applicable when considering a simple shaped robot, i.e. one that can be approximated
by a cylinder, and it entails a minimum update of their previous laser-scanner-based algorithm.
Nevertheless, the resulting algorithm can cope with new kinds of obstacles in a simple way.
Note that this is not a pure 3D approach and it is not using the potentiality of having full 3D
information at a high frame rate.
Fusion of color and depth information in scene tasks seems to have a great potential. In
a preliminary work, Kuhnert and Stommel [107] present a revision of their 3D environment
reconstruction algorithm combining information from a stereo system and a ToF camera. Later,
Netramai et al. [134] compared the performance of a motion estimation algorithm using both
ToF and depth from stereo. They also presented an oversimplified fusion algorithm that relies
on the optical calibration of both sensors to solve the correspondence problem. These works
propose fusion paradigms combining the results produced in two almost independent processes.
Contrarily, Huhle et al. [80] present a color-ICP algorithm useful for scene-based image
registration, showing that introducing color information from a classical camera in the beginning
of the process effectively increases the registration quality.
Depth information allows to identify in a robust manner not only obstacles but also holes
and depressions. Prusak et al. [146] proposed a join approach to pose estimation, map building,
robot navigation and collision avoidance. The authors use a PMD camera combined with a
high-resolution spherical camera in order to exploit both the wide field of view of the latter for
feature tracking and pose estimation, and the absolute scale of the former. The authors relied
on a previous work on integration of 2D and 3D sensors [145, 173], showing how restrictions
of standard Structure-from-Motion approaches (mainly scale ambiguity and the need for lateral
movement) could be overcome by using a 3D range camera. The approach produced 3D maps
in real-time, up to 3 frames per second, with an ICP-like algorithm and an incremental mapping
approach.
Noisy data enhancement. Swadzba et al. [176] propose a new algorithm to cluster redun-
dant points using a virtual plane, which apparently performs better in planar regions and reduces
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noise, improving registration results. Furthermore, a group at Jacobs University [144, 182] has
proposed to identify surfaces using a region growing approach that allows the poligonization of
the resulting regions in an incremental manner. The nature of the information delivered by ToF
cameras, specially the neighborhood relation of the different points, is explicitly exploited and
also their noisy nature is taken into account. Moreover, some comparisons with results from
stereo rigs are reported.
Finally, Huhle et al. [80] propose an alternative representation of the map by means of the
Normal Distribution Transform, which efficiently compresses the scan data reducing memory
requirements. This representation seems to be well suited also for the typical noisy ToF depth
images.
3.2 Object-related tasks
ToF cameras have also been successfully used for object and small surface reconstruction, where
the range of distances is small. In such situations some oversaturation problems tend to occur
when acquiring depth images. Contrarily, as the range of depths gets shorter, some calibration
processes can be simplified. In general, the scenario for these applications involves a robotic
manipulator or a human-like robot with the task of modeling the object shape.
A comprehensive summary is given in Table 3.2, where we can observe that the high frame
rate of ToF cameras is a key advantage, but also the natural combination with color cameras
and stereo rigs. As before, ICP-like techniques are the preferred solution to reconstruct object
surfaces. Contrary to Table 3.3, in the following section, the intensity image provided by the
ToF camera is not much used, preferring the combination with high resolution conventional
cameras.
Comparison. A classical solution in this area is the use of calibrated stereo rigs. Therefore,
first works were devoted to their comparison with ToF cameras, showing the potential of the
latter when poorly textured objects are considered, and when background-foreground segmen-
tation is difficult. In planar and untextured object surfaces, where stereo techniques clearly
fail, Ghobadi et al. [66] compared the results of a dynamic object detection algorithm based on
SVM using stereo and ToF depth images. In the same manner, Hussmann and Liepert [82] also
compared ToF and stereo vision for object pose computation. The key difference favourable to
ToF camera is its ability to effectively segment the object and the background, even if their color
or texture is exactly the same (i.e. a white object in a white table). They also propose a simple
method to obtain object pose from a depth image.
Another comparison is presented by Guomundsson et al. [73]. They classify and estimate
the pose of some simple geometric objects using a Local Linear Embedding (LLE) algorithm, and
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compare the results of using the intensity image and the depth image. Their analysis shows that
range data adds robustness to the model, simplifies some preprocessing steps, and in general
the generated models capture better the nature of the object. Stereo and ToF have also been
compared by Beder et al. [18] in the framework of surface patchlet identification and pose
estimation. In their setup, using a highly textured surface for stereo experiments, ToF slightly
outperforms stereo in terms of depth and normal direction to the patchlet. Thus, ToF can be
used to benchmarking stereo surface reconstruction algorithms.
ToF for surface reconstruction. To obtain 3D object surfaces, multiple 3D images need to
be acquired and the resulting 3D point clouds should be correctly registered. The setups for
these object modeling algorithms usually include a ToF camera mounted on the end-effector of
a robotic arm. Point cloud registration is more critical in object modeling than in scene modeling.
Even if the hand-eye system is precisely calibrated, the displacement given by the robot is usually
not good enough and the transformation between different point clouds has to be calculated.
The application of ICP in two consecutive views naturally accumulates errors and consequently
more precise algorithms need to be used.
To obtain precise object models, Fuchs and May [60] perform a circular trajectory around
the object to acquire equally spaced images, and use a simultaneous matching algorithm [174]
instead of classical ICP to distribute the errors in all the estimated displacements. Their work
also includes a comparison of two different ToF cameras. Alternatively, Dellen et al. [39] propose
a fine registration algorithm based on an ICP algorithm using invariant geometric features. The
resulting model (Fig. 3.1d) is obtained after reducing noise and outliers by treating the coarse
registered point cloud (Fig. 3.1b) as a system of interacting masses connected via elastic forces.
Alternatively, Foix et al. [49] propose a method to compute the covariance of the point clouds
registration process (ICP), and apply an iterative view-based aggregation method to build object
models under noisy conditions. Their method does not need accurate hand-eye calibration since
it uses globally consistent probabilistic data fusion by means of a view-based information-form
SLAM algorithm [181], and can be executed in real time taking full advantage of the high frame
rate of the camera.
ToF for object manipulation. Object recognition and object pose estimation algorithms are
usually related to robotic manipulation applications: objects have to be identified or categorized
with the aim of finding and extracting some characteristics to interact with them. This is usually
a challenging task as ToF depth images are noisy, and low sensor resolution leads to only few
depth points per object.
Kuehnle et al. [106] explore the use a ToF camera to recognise and locate 3D objects in
the framework of the robotic manipulation system DESIRE (Deutsche Servicerobotik Initiative).
Objects are modelled with geometric primitives. Although they use depth images rectified up
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Figure 3.1: Modeling process of Swissranger data taken from a mug. (a) Raw data with
superimposed unmerged views. (b) Coarse registration. (c) Fine registration (ICP). (d) Final
result using a spring-mass model.
to some level, their system is not reliable enough. In a subsequent work [70] they use the ToF
camera to detect unknown objects and classify them as obstacles, and use a stereo camera
system to identify known objects using SIFT features. As it is widely known, this second
approach requires textured objects while their first approach does not. In the same project,
Reiser and Kubacki [151] have proposed a method to actively orientate the camera using a
visual servoing approach to control a pan-and-tilt unit. They proved that position-based visual
servoing is straightforward by using a ToF camera, because of its ability to deliver 3D images at
high rate.
In a different way, Gächter et al. [62] propose to detect and classify objects by identifying
their different parts. For example, chairs are modelled by finding their legs, which in turn are
modelled with vertical bounding boxes. The tracking of the different parts in the image sequence
is performed using an extended particle filter, and the recognition algorithm is based on a SVM,
that proves again to be useful in typical noisy ToF images. Later, Shin et al. [163] used this
incremental part detector to propose a classification algorithm based on a geometric grammar.
However, they use a simulated environment because the classification in real scenarios does not
seem to be reliable enough.
ToF cameras have been also used in the framework of mobile manipulation, where a mobile
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robot has the task to detect and grasp unknown objects. Depth information here is very useful
in both clean and cluttered environments. Klank et al. [99] propose a mobile manipulation
algorithm where a ToF camera is mounted on the end-effector of a robot arm embarked on a
mobile robot. An eye-in-hand configuration provides a large mobility to the camera, allowing to
easily change the point of view. The assumption is that objects would be on top of supporting
planes, e.g. a table. In their algorithm, once the table has been located, the corresponding 3D
points are removed from the image. The remaining points would correspond to objects.
One advantage of ToF cameras is that the 3D region of interest can be extracted easily.
Another advantage is that some object segmentation algorithms can be developed combining
cues from both ToF and color cameras. Using such a combined sensor, Marton et al. [120]
proposed a probabilistic categorization algorithm for kitchen objects. This work uses a new
SR4000 camera. This sensor assigns a confidence value to each depth reading that allows to
infer if the object material is producing bad sensor readings.
Combining the two last ideas, that is, table plane extraction and depth-color combination,
Nakamura et al. [132] propose an algorithm to move a mobile robot, with a ToF camera and two
CDD cameras mounted on its head, next to the supporting table where objects are supposed to
be. Their proposal uses the depth to easily remove the 3D points corresponding to the table, and
to cluster the remaining points. Color is used then at each of the clusters to recognize objects.
Thanks to the depth information, some grasping properties can be easier to evaluate, i.e.
form- and force-closure, sufficient contact with the object, distance to obstacles, and distance
between the center of the object and the contact point. Saxena et al. [156] used this advantage
to propose a learning grasp strategy that identifies good grasping points using partial shape
information of unknown objects. The contribution of the depth information allows to update an
already presented method using a color camera, with the advantage of having depths even in
texture-less portions of the objects.
Fusion algorithms. In fact, ToF and stereo systems naturally complement one another.
As it has been argued before, ToF performs correctly in poorly textured surfaces and object
segmentation becomes easy even in poorly contrasted situations. Contrarily, it has difficulties
precisely in textured surfaces and in short distances, where stereo outperforms it. This fact
has been exploited in several works. For example, Zhu et al. [193] proposed a probabilistic
framework to fuse depth maps from a stereo and a ToF camera. They used a depth calibration
method to improve the ToF depth image, which is useful in small depth ranges (from 1m to
1.4m).
Another fusion framework is proposed by Lindner et al. [115] using calibration and scaling
algorithms. They obtain a dense colored depth map using the geometrical point correspondence
between the ToF and color cameras by assigning a color to the ToF depth points, and interpolat-
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ing the depth of the rest of the color camera pixels. A way to detect areas not seen by the color
camera is also provided, as well as some techniques to enhance edges and detect invalid pixels.
Finally, in the context of augmented reality, Fischer et al. [48] combine a ToF camera and a
standard color camera to handle virtual object occlusions caused by real objects in the scene. Fast
3D information is highly valuable, as well as its independence on lightning conditions, object
texture and color. They do not use any depth calibration or noise outliers removal algorithm,
and consequently the negative effect of noise is clearly visible in their results.
3.3 Tasks involving humans
One of the areas where the use of ToF cameras have been most active, since its apperance, is hu-
man activity recognition and man-machine interaction. A prove of this is an earlier survey about
ToF cameras on 3D computer graphics and realism published by Kolb et al. [102] that already
review several articles about dynamic scenes. This section focuses on technologies appropriate
for human-robot interaction. One important characteristic of ToF cameras appreciated in this
area is their being a non-invasive technology, contrary to the widely extended use of special
gloves, artificial marks, special skin color or special attached devices. ToF camera also offers the
advantaged that no special background is needed.
In contrast to the preceding section, here it can be observed the use of many different camera
prototypes (Table 3.3). Again, the ToF high frame rate is highly appreciated, as most of the
applications that were reviewed involve tracking (see Table 3.3). We observe also that most of
the methods rely on depth but also on appearance. Hence, the intensity image delivered by the
ToF camera is sometimes used. Alternatively, to obtain higher resolution, depth is combined
with color cameras and stereo rigs.
People tracking. ToF cameras have been extensively used to perform people tracking, with
applications, for instance, to common path detection and activity understanding. One common
way is to place the sensor in a zenithal configuration and fix the attention in the person head.
Following this idea, a single person tracking algorithm is presented by Gokturk et al. [68] which
uses depth signatures combined with a clustering algorithm to identify the target, useful even
when partial occlusions or partial out of image situations occur. This algorithm is possible
because ToF cameras deliver depth images from which it is possible to infer geometry and 3D
location.
Along the same lines, a multiple people tracking algorithm has been proposed by Bevilac-
qua et al. [21] as an update of a stereo-based algorithm. Changing illumination conditions are
specifically tested and it is proved that ToF camera performs adequately also in this situation.
Alternatively, Guomundsson et al. [72] use a ToF camera in a smart room environment to
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enhance their foreground/background segmentation algorithm, based on a Shape from Silhou-
ettes (SfS) method, with the objective of segmenting people. Here different cameras are used,
placed in zenithal position, but also placed elevated and not pointing vertical.
With the camera also elevated, Kahlmann et al. [90] presented a person tracking algorithm
based on a particle filter. The segmentation is performed in the depth image, as with their
algorithms an intensity image doesn’t offer enough invariant characteristics. Using the depth
of the segmented points a reduced range histogram is created, which is used for the similarity
measurement. Thus, obtaining 3D information at high rate is crucial for this algorithm.
Human face detection. Some work has been carried out in the area of human face detection
and tracking. Here, one of the most exploited characteristics of ToF cameras is that the light that
is emitted is eye-safe and thus can be directly pointed to the person face. An also very appreciated
feature is the one-to-one correspondence between intensity and depth images. Haker et al. [74]
presented a face detector algorithm based on the detection of the human nose. The key point
of the algorithm is the combination of intensity and depth-based detectors, that can be easily
performed thanks to the already registered images provided by the ToF camera. Later, they show
that some scale-invariants can be formulated by expressing the depth image in the frequency
domain [75]. They propose a new face detector combining both mentioned approaches that
also benefits from the already registered intensity and depth images.
Boost-based algorithms are one of the most popular face detection methods. Hansen et
al. [76] demonstrate that boost classifiers can be used in the low-resolution intensity images
typically delivered by ToF cameras. Moreover, they propose to use the depth information as an
additional cue to resolve ambiguities, exploiting again the advantage of ToF cameras of having
intensity and depth images registered by construction.
Hand tracking. Another area of interest is hand tracking for gesture recognition. Some
initial works on hand tracking [133], hand gesture [116] and sign recognition [61] use the ToF
camera to segment the hand from the background, and then use the intensity image to recover
the hand configuration based on an appearance algorithm. In these works a prototype of a ToF
camera was used, which later has evolved to ZCam [5].
Breuer et al. [25] presented a system that recognises 7dof hand movements, including
translation, rotation and scaling. A first crude estimation of hand position is performed using
PCA, and then a fine matching involving a model of the hand is performed. ToF has the
advantage that no special background or skin color is needed for segmentation, besides its
robustness to illumination changes. This system does not include the detection of finger motion,
and thus cannot identify gestures or signs.
An algorithm to identify gestures was presented by Soutschek et al. [167] using a ToF camera
system to build a gesture-based user-interface for 3D medical data exploration. The goal of this
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application is to preserve the sterility of surgeons by eliminating physical interaction with the
system. ToF is used because, as stated before, hand segmentation from 3D data is easy and
independent of appearance. However, this application requires the computation not only of the
distinctive sign but also the hand translation and rotation. This can be accomplished with the
ToF camera in a very natural way at a high frame rate.
Body gesture. ToF cameras have also been proved useful detecting and tracking not only
the head or hands but also the full human body. In [100], Knoop et al. present a human body
tracking system based on an articulated 3D body modelled using cylinders. The use of 3D images
is a key difference with respect to other tracking methods, and the high frame rate exhibited by
the ToF camera is crucial. The authors propose also a fusion framework and use a stereo camera
rig to improve tracking results.
Moreover, Holte et al. [79] propose a body gesture recognition algorithm that uses simulta-
neously the intensity and depth images. Gestures are characterised by motion primitives in the
3D data, represented compactly using harmonic shape context, a kind of spherical histograms.
The use of 3D data delivered by a ToF camera permits the definition of view-invariant motion
primitives. Gestures are defined as a sequence of primitives, solving the problem of deciding
when a gesture begins and ends. The intensity image is used to compute a Region of Interest
(ROI) that excludes false readings in the edges of the body. As intensity and depth are already
registered, depth filtering is straightforward.
Furthermore, motion can be transferred from a human to a humanoid robot in different
ways. Most solutions to the motion-re-targeting problem are offline approaches based on pre-
recorded human motion data collected with marker-based capture systems. In [34] an on-line
solution is described with an algorithm not relying on markers placed on anatomical landmarks
and not requiring special instrumentation, but on a single ToF camera. A re-targeting module
enforces self-collision constraints and demonstrates its usefulness on a Honda ASIMO humanoid
robot. Here again, the use of a single ToF camera simplifies data extraction in comparison with
alternative stereo systems.
Similarly, at the University of Erlangen-Nuremberg, some research has been conducted on
the use of ToF cameras in the area of medical applications, like patient positioning [157].
They also presented a non invasive method to detect the respiratory motion of humans in
real time [142], with potential applications in the reduction of artifacts present in image-based
medical techniques like tomography. The system allows to measure the motion of different areas
at the same time, e.g. abdomen and torso, by fitting different planes into the different zones.
This fitting process allows also to explicitly treat the noisy ToF images, and thus improve the
stability of the process.
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This chapter has covered the topic of ToF cameras from the perspective of their applications,
highlighting where camera advantages are explicitly exploited and their potential for future
research. Successful uses of ToF cameras have been studied in the following areas: pose
estimation, map building, collision avoidance, gesture and face recognition, tracking and motion
capture, object and surface reconstruction, registration and grasping. In each of these, literature
documenting the advantages of using ToF cameras has been discussed and analyzed. The
application of ToF cameras in such a wide range of scientific areas indicates their great potential,
and widens the horizon of possibilities that were envisaged in the past for vision-based robotics
research.
As has been already said in the introduction of the chapter, some of the reviewed works do
not apply any calibration method to rectify the depth images. We assume that this causes the
errors and inaccuracies observed in some experiments, and that with proper calibration, as the
one proposed in the previous chapter (Sec. 2.5), better results can be obtained. We note that
ToF technology is evolving and depth correction methods are still subject to investigation.
Foreground-background segmentation methods based on depth information are quite straight-
forward, so ToF images are used in many of those applications. Another big advantatge of ToF
cameras is that both geometric invariants and metric constraints can be naturally used within
the provided depth images.
The registration of 3D point clouds is also an essential process for understanding a 3D scene
in many robotics applications, no matter whether it is for 3D mapping or for 3D object modeling.
It has been seen how ICP-like techniques are the preferred solution for such tasks. And, if
object identification is needed, the use of SVMs is a common approach due to their good they
performance when considering the noisy point models obtained with one ToF images or when
merging different ToF views.
Moreover, the high frame rate of ToF cameras is one of the key advantages, but also it
is the natural combination with color cameras and stereo rigs. The fact that the depth and
intensity images are delivered already registered is handy in some contexts, but in applications
where the reduced resolution of a ToF camera is critical, it is complemented with other sensors,
usually color cameras. Actually, a growing trend has been observed, to stop using the intensity
image supplied by the ToF camera, preferring the combination with high-resolution conventional
cameras.

Part II
Task-oriented viewpoint planning

4
Pre-defined trajectories for object modeling
Closing the loop makes the difference.
In order to understand a previously unknown real scene, we must be able to incrementally
capture multiple parts of it and store them in a single internal representation or model. Since,
in the field of robotics, real goes hand in hand with noise, taking into account the uncertainty of
the sensor’s measurements into the data registration process is a key point for correctly building
such a model.
In this work, we take into account uncertainty sources (in both images and camera poses) to
generate spatially consistent 3D object models fusing multiple 3D views from a ToF camera with
a probabilistic approach. ToF cameras deliver 3D images at 25 fps, offering great potential for
developing fast object modeling algorithms. Surprisingly, this potential has not been extensively
exploited up to now. A reason for this is that, since the acquired depth images are noisy, most
of the available registration algorithms are hardly applicable. A further difficulty is that the
transformations between views are in general not accurately known, a circumstance that multi-
view object modeling algorithms do not handle properly under noisy conditions. Also, as already
mentioned in Chapther 2, motion blurring can appear in very dynamic scenes. The use of
uncertainty reduction approaches, such as view-based SLAM can dramatically help to improve
the 3D registration process if a predefined and closed-loop viewpoint trajectory is performed.
Object modeling has particular characteristics that require special attention when compared
to other applications, e.g. scene modeling. First, the distance from the camera to the object
is relatively small. Therefore, as it has been seen in the first part of this thesis, saturation in
the center of the depth image and distortions are expected to appear, because of the use of ToF
cameras. In addition, only part of the image corresponds to the target object and segmentation
algorithms are required to perform background/foreground identification.
In this chapter, a method is also proposed to compute the covariance of the registration
process, and apply an iterative view aggregation method to build object models under noisy
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(a) Image of a watering can. (b) 3D point cloud model
Figure 4.1: Target object and its 3D point cloud model built using a Swissranger ToF camera
with the proposed uncertainty-reduction approach. The 3D model maintains the object’s surface
topology, although sensor noise in the individual points is still present.
conditions (see Fig. 4.1). In this approach, views are taken along an approximately circular
path around the object, and loop-closure conditions are enforced at the end of the trajectory,
significantly reducing the uncertainty in estimation.
4.1 Related work
We are interested in producing object models for robot object recognition and manipulation.
Thus, models are required to preserve their surface topology. Moreover, it is desirable that
models are acquired in the shortest time possible to permit real-time robot interaction with
unknown objects. Less important for us is the precision in modeling the surface patches, as
several surface smoothing algorithms are available that allow to extract geometric primitives
useful for object grasping and manipulation once the model is built [106].
In the context of robotic manipulation, single ToF camera images have been used in the past
to evaluate grasping properties such as force closure or obstacle avoidance [156]. In this work,
we are interested in building a more complete reconstruction of objects, in terms of the surfaces
bounding it, by combining multiple 3D depth images. The setup includes a ToF camera mounted
on the end-effector of a robotic arm performing a circular trajectory around the object to acquire
equally spaced images. These images could be combined via precise camera calibration w.r.t.
the end-effector and proper inverse kinematics of the manipulator, or alternatively, with a point
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cloud registration algorithm; usually a variant of the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm.
Note that point cloud registration is more critical in object modeling than in scene modeling given
the high signal-to-noise ratios of ToF depth information at relatively short distances. Moreover,
even for precisely calibrated robot-camera systems, since the kinematics of robot arms is usually
not very precise, point cloud registration is still needed. Lastly, the successive registration of
consecutive views accumulates drift error along a sequence. A common consequence is, for
example, to compute the model of a circular object as a spiral. Thus, proper techniques for
range data registration along multiple views need to be used.
Data fusion for scene or model augmentation has been typically addressed by error minimiza-
tion methods such as bundle adjustment [180] or structure from motion [38]. These approaches
are often not suitable for real time computation given their iterative nature. Recursive state
estimation (e.g., SLAM) is a more suitable choice. The classical EKF-based approach to SLAM
for feature-based scene augmentation is also not viable for real time modeling since it requires
the computation of fully correlated covariances at each step [42]. In this work, we propose to
use a view-based information-form SLAM method that a) does not maintain a large number of
feature estimates, but only a reduced number of pose estimates, and b) is efficiently computed
in information form, exploiting the sparsity of such filtering representation [83]. We take
advantage of the fact that the first and last images in a circular sequence around an object
overlap. This allows us to impose a loop-closure constraint.
Our experiments are carried out using a fixed integration time and a low reflective object
in order to maintain constant the systematic integration time-related error and to minimize
unfavorable non-systematic specularities. Any integration time can be chosen as long as it does
not distort the geometry of the scene. No other calibration approach has been used besides the
mentioned parametrization.
The rest of the chapter is structured as follows. Our modeling algorithm is presented in
Section 4.2, including the computation of the object pose resulting from the registration of
point clouds and the estimation of the covariance of this pose (Sec. 4.2.1) and the use of this
covariance in model construction (Sec. 4.3). Some experiments are presented in Section 4.4
to evaluate the proposed covariance propagation algorithm, as well as the modeling algorithm.
Finally, Section 4.5 is devoted to conclusions and prospects for future work.
4.2 Object modeling from the accumulation of point clouds
Each iteration of the proposed method comprises two steps. First, consecutive point clouds
are registered using the ICP algorithm. The result includes estimates of the relative change
in sensor pose between the two point clouds. To compute the covariance of the relative pose
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Algorithm 4.1: Object modeling from ToF images
OBJECTMODEL(x0,Σ0,S,Σs)
INPUTS:
x0: Initial sensor pose in global coordinates.
Σ0: Initial sensor pose covariance.
S: A set of n point clouds.
Σs: Sensor measurement covariance.
OUTPUT:
O: Object model as a dense point set.
1: T ← STATEAUGMENT(T ,x0,Σ0)
2: for i = 1 to n do
3: (ui−1i ,m
i−1
i )← REGISTER(Si−1,Si)
4: Σi−1i ← PROPAGATEERROR(ui−1i ,mi−1i ,Σs)
5: T ← STATEAUGMENT(T ,ui−1i ,Σi−1i )
6: if at loop-closure with Sj then
7: (uji ,m
j
i )← REGISTER(Sj ,Si)
8: Σji ← PROPAGATEERROR(uji ,mji ,Σs)
9: T ← STATEUPDATE(T ,uji ,Σji , j, i)
10: end if
11: end for
12: O ← SYNTHETIZEVIEWS(T ,S)
13: return O
change, the sensor covariance is linearly propagated through the ICP minimization. The second
step uses these first and second order camera pose change estimates to smooth the sensor motion
sequence using a view-based SLAM method. The revised motion sequence is used to synthesize
the final object model from the original views. The method is detailed in algorithmic form in
Alg. 4.1, and each one of these steps is explained in more detail in the subsequent sections.
T represents the smoothed sensor pose history; mab indicates the set of point correspon-
dences between two point clouds Sa and Sb, such as:
mab =
{
(pa,pb) | paj ∈ Sa, pbj ∈ Sb, j = 1 . . . k
}
, (4.1)
Σab is used to indicate the covariance of the relative pose change u
a
b between those point clouds.
4.2.1 ICP error propagation
The point cloud registration method used in this paper is based on the well-known ICP algo-
rithm [20,27,192], and its variants [129,154]. The probabilistic data fusion mechanism used in
this work requires first-order approximations of error propagation. That is, covariance estimates
of sensor uncertainty must be propagated through the ICP cost function to compute relative pose
covariance estimates between the two generative viewpoints.
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The decision of using one cost function or another plays an important role during error prop-
agation, since its derivatives need to be computed. In its simplest form, given a set of matching
points from two consecutive point clouds mi, and the relative motion between consecutive poses
ui, the ICP cost function takes the form of:
ε(mi−1i ,u
i−1
i ) =
k∑
j=1
‖ui−1i (pij )− pi−1j‖2. (4.2)
An accurate covariance approximation can be computed using a Monte Carlo simulation, but
this is a time-consuming solution and, since speed of execution is really a needed characteristic,
finding a closed-form solution is desirable.
Given that the ICP algorithm is basically a cost function minimization procedure, an implicit
function between input (point clouds) and the output (the pose) is defined by the minimization
process [30]. Albeit the implicit function can not be explicitly known, its Jacobian matrix can
be computed. Consequently, the estimated covariance matrix can be computed using the usual
first-order approximation of an explicit function
Σi = ∇f Σs∇fT, (4.3)
where ∇f is the explicit function’s Jacobian matrix, Σs the sensor covariance matrix and Σi the
computed relative pose covariance matrix.
The Jacobian matrix of the ICP implicit function can be computed by means of the implicit
function theorem. In our case, for an unconstrained minimization problem, the Jacobian matrix
becomes
∇f =
(
∂2C
∂y2
)−1
∂2C
∂y∂x
, (4.4)
where function C is now ε with y = ui−1i and x = mi−1i .
Since our approach uses the point to point Euclidean distance error as a cost function in the
registration process, the application of the implicit function theorem is straight forward. It is
important to notice however that this type of approximation propagates the error from sensor
measurements to the sensor’s relative pose. Therefore, the parametrization of the cost function
will have to include the real sensor measurements as its only input variables. For instance, if a
point-to-plane ICP algorithm is used, its point-to-plane function will have to be accommodated
into the implicit function and derived consequently. It is not correct to pre-compute the virtual
point of the plane correspondence and then apply a point-to-point cost function.
To evaluate the quality of our closed-form covariance approximation, a Monte Carlo simu-
lation was carried out and the results were compared. Figure 4.2 shows the results from the
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Monte Carlo simulation and the different closed-form approaches tried in Section 4.4.1.
4.3 Closing the loop
Feature-based SLAM approaches are not adequate for fast object modeling due to the huge
amount of data provided by the ToF camera, and the need to select a sparse feature represen-
tation. In our application, a view-based SLAM approach is used instead that optimizes only
the relative sensor poses between views and their covariances. From the estimated history of
sensor poses an object model is then synthesized using all sensor data. The final result is a finely
registered dense point cloud which can be computed on-line.
The view-based SLAM technique used in our experiments is based on a delayed-state information-
form algorithm [83, 181]. This algorithm, in contrast to feature-based SLAM approaches, has
the advantage that the ensuing information matrix is naturally sparse and does not need extra
sparsification steps that induce estimation errors.
The sensor pose (the i-th component of the state vector x) contains the position of the sensor
and its orientation in Euler angles xi = [xi, yi, zi, φi, θi, ψi]T. The noise-free motion model is
defined using the compounding operation [166], and defines the state transition model, relating
state components xi−1 and xi,
xi = f(xi−1,ui)
= xi−1 ⊕ ui, (4.5)
where ui is the relative motion between consecutive poses as computed with the ICP algorithm.
We resort to the canonical parametrization of Gaussian distributions,
p(x) = N (x;µ,Σ) = N−1(x;η,Λ), (4.6)
Λ = Σ−1, and η = Σ−1µ, (4.7)
where µ is the mean state vector and Σ its covariance matrix, and Λ and η are the information
matrix and information vector, respectively. During state augmentation (line 5 in Alg. 4.1), the
parameters η and Λ are computed with
ηi−1,i = η¯i−1,i + FTaugΣ
−1
u (f(µi−1,ui)− Fµi−1) (4.8)
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and
Λi−1:i,i−1:i = Λ¯i−1:i,i−1:i + FTaugΣ
−1
u Faug, (4.9)
in which Faug =
[
−F I
]
, F is the Jacobian matrix of the composition (Eq. 4.5), and η¯i−1:i
and Λ¯i−1:i,i−1:i represent the posterior information vector and information matrix for poses i−1
and i, with zero entries for time i, indicating infinite uncertainty for that robot pose. The shared
information between the new pose xi and the rest of the robot trajectory x0:i−2 is always zero
when we have not closed any loop. The result is a naturally sparse information matrix with a
tridiagonal block structure.
Loop closures are also modeled using compounding operations,
zj,i = h(xj ,xi)
= 	xi ⊕ xj , (4.10)
and the state update (line 9 in Alg. 4.1) is computed in information form with
ηj,i = η¯j,i + H
TΣ−1z (zj,i − h(µj , µ¯i) + Hµ¯j,i) , (4.11)
Λj:i,j:i = Λ¯j:i,j:i + H
TΣ−1z H, (4.12)
where zj,i is the ICP’s computed relative pose between the current pose xi and any other pose
xj .
In the same way as with the prediction step, given the two-block size of the measurement
Jacobian matrix H (the partial derivative of Eq. 4.10), only the four blocks relating poses i and
j in the information matrix will be updated.
Motivated by [87], we employ a QR factorization of the information matrix to solve Λµ = η
and ΛΣ = I, for µ and Σ.
In order to reduce the fill-in in the right triangular matrix from the QR factorization, we
first reorder the information matrix using the column approximate minimum degree (COLAMD)
ordering [35], then we apply QR factorization to the reordered information matrix and solve
for each state variable via back substitution. State recovery takes nearly linear time, compatible
with other state of the art SLAM approaches [37,83].
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4.4 Experiments
In order to evaluate the proposed covariance propagation method, a comparison with two other
approaches to covariance estimation is presented: a) a Monte Carlo simulation, and b) the naive
technique of aggregating matching distance errors between the point clouds. Furthermore, a
modeling experiment using real data is also presented, showing the advantages of the proposed
method with respect to the use of aggregated ICP in scenarios where both camera motion
estimation and depth measurements are noisy.
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Figure 4.2: Comparison between the resulting covariance projections against the Monte Carlo
ground truth. The frames show 2D projections of the 6D covariance hyperellipsoids computed
via Monte Carlo simulation (black), from the accumulation of distance errors (dashed red), and
via the implicit function (dashed green).
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4.4.1 Monte Carlo simulation
To synthetically simulate the form of the relative pose covariance computed from ICP registra-
tion, a uniformly distributed point cloud is first generated with 105 points separated about 30
mm from each other along the three axes. A thousand secondary matching point clouds are gen-
erated from the same set of points, by applying a known rigid body transformation, and adding
zero mean white noise with 5 mm standard deviation to each resulting data point, simulating
sensor induced depth range measurement error. To avoid errors induced by unreliable nearest
neighbor computation, point correspondences are given. On a side note, finding a good set of
matching points is a critical part of the ICP algorithm. That is the reason why two filters have
been implemented for the case of real data in order to increase its robustness. The first one is an
outlier filter, guaranteeing good point cloud density. And the second one is an orientation filter,
ensuring compatible point correspondence.
After applying ICP to the synthetically generated matching point clouds, each recovered
relative pose transformation is plotted as a blue point in Fig. 4.2. Monte Carlo covariances are
plotted in black, while the covariance recovered from the implicit function and the covariance
computed by aggregating matching point distances are plotted as a green dashed line and as a
red dotted line, respectively. All iso-uncertainty hyperellipsoids have been plotted at a scale of
2σ.
Building the covariance matrix by aggregating 6 DOF pose distance errors from the matching
points, after applying the ICP, and without taking into account the ICP cost function, clearly
underestimates the real pose covariance since it does not take into account cross correlations
between the various pose variables.
4.4.2 Real data object modeling
A second experiment was performed using a 7 degrees-of-freedom WAM robotic arm and a
Swissranger ToF camera attached to its gripper. A predefined circular trajectory maintaining
the object inside the camera field of view was carried out in order to be able to close the loop
needed by the SLAM algorithm. A watering can was approximately placed one meter above
the robotic arm reference center in such a way that all viewpoints fall within the arm workspace
without passing through ill-posed configurations. One clear advantage of our uncertainty-driven
approach is that no precise hand-eye calibration was needed. A set of 20 point clouds were taken
during the 360 degrees rotation trajectory at roughly uniformly distributed positions. At each
trajectory position, a point cloud was captured and the WAM pose was stored. Note that since
no precise hand-eye calibration is provided, and since the WAM arm has its own kinematic
errors, these poses served only as initialization points for the ICP. In pre-treating raw data, a
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(a) matching of first and last views
using aggregated ICP
(b) matching of first and last views
using information-based SLAM
(c) complete 3D model
Figure 4.3: Advantage of fusing data globally using the proposed filtering scheme. Figures (a)
and (b) contain the point clouds of the first (in red) and the last (in blue) views from
the complete trajectory. Observe how data fusion using aggregated ICP accumulates a
registration error (a), which is corrected using a globally consistent loop-closure provided by
the information-based SLAM (b). Figure (c) shows the final complete 3D model.
segmentation algorithm was applied to the incoming point clouds in order to discard outlier
object data. The segmentation algorithm consisted of a jump-edge filter and a depth-threshold
background filter.
As an example of the proposed method, Fig. 4.3 shows the final 3D point cloud made for the
watering can shown in Fig. 4.1. The figure shows the advantage of fusing data globally using
the proposed filtering scheme. Frames a) and b) contain the sequence’s first 3D ToF image (in
red) and last (in blue). Data fusion using aggregated ICP accumulates registration error, which
is corrected using a globally consistent loop-closure provided by the information-based SLAM.
Frame c) shows the final complete 3D model.
Fig. 4.4 shows the estimated robot trajectories for the cases of ICP relative pose aggregation,
and SLAM-based loop-closure. After closing the loop, the final trajectory (blue) is closer to a
circular shape than the one achieved purely from accumulating ICP motion estimates (red). The
red trajectory tends to describe the typical spiral shape characteristic from error accumulation.
In order to get a more precise evaluation of the obtained models, real measures were compared
with each model. The real watering can upper edge width is 11.5 centimeters, whereas the
aggregated ICP model is 9 centimeters width, and the one obtained after loop-closure is enforced
is 11.2 centimeters wide.
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(a) Robot trajectory after all ICP results are
aggregated
(b) Revised robot trajectory after the loop is closed
with the view-based SLAM method
Figure 4.4: Robot’s pose trajectory before and after the loop-closure. Figure (a) shows the
calculated trajectory and uncertainty estimates after all ICP results are aggregated, but before
the loop is closed. Each pose accumulates the estimated error from the previous pose. Once the
loop is closed (b), uncertainty is reduced and the complete trajectory is corrected.
4.5 Discussion
This chapter has presented a method to consistently fuse range images acquired with a ToF
camera mounted on a not necessarily calibrated robotic arm to autonomously build a 3d object
model. Accurate hand-eye calibration is not needed since the method uses globally consistent
probabilistic data fusion by means of a view-based information-form SLAM algorithm.
Furthermore, a method has been presented to linearly propagate noise covariances from
the range camera through an error minimization algorithm such as the point to point ICP. The
proposed approach, using the implicit theorem, had previously been used in this context only
for 2D ICP, and we have derived and extended the method to the 3D case.
The proposed approach to data fusion for object modeling can be executed in real time,
in contrast to iterative methods such as bundle adjustment, provided an efficient approximate
nearest neighbor method is in place for the ICP computations. Fortunately, very efficient nearest
neighbor search tools exist that take time logarithmic with the number of points in the data set.
Efficient globally consistent fusion of pose estimates at loop-closure is only possible thanks to
the sparsity of the information filtering scheme used.
Foreseen enhancements to the presented method are implicit function propagation of more
efficient ICP variants such as the point to plane, plane to plane, and generalized ICP; automatic
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computation of next viewpoints based on information or entropy minimization metrics; more
exhaustive empiric evaluation of the modeling results with a larger set of objects with different
shapes and texture; and the application of the built models for the computation of grasping and
manipulation directives.
5
Task-related camera repositioning
From data acquisition to sensor motion.
In the preceding chapter we have shown how 3D object modeling can be improved by
exploiting the uncertainty associated with the measurements of a ToF camera, provided that
a predefined closed-loop trajectory is imposed. Thanks to that we can now validate the use of
ToF cameras for short range applications. But the given approach is overly specific for the task
of 3D object modeling and as we recall here, our main goal is not just that but to develop a
framework that covers a broader range of exploration tasks. Therefore, this and the following
chapters are devoted to show how to stop relying on predefined trajectories and start being more
versatile while exploring. The way that we will do that is by being able to decide, according to
the task at hand, which will be the camera’s next movement after each data capture. As a
consequence, exploration adversities such as occlusions, concavities or ambiguities, are expected
to be easier to overcome and also to become hints that influence the decision making towards
better viewpoints that approximate us to the task’s goal. From the next chapter until the end
of the thesis, we will focus the efforts on explaining how we are able to embed the exploration
task into a self-contained model that allow us to maximize the success of the task’s goal while
still keeping a versatile exploration planning.
In this chapter, and motivated by the context of the GARNICS European project where
we have been deeply involved during this thesis, we aim to study how to generate ad hoc
viewpoint candidates for monitoring large plantations in order to better determine the finest
treatments (watering, nutrients, sunlight) with the purpose of optimizing predefined aspects
(growth, seedling, flowers) and eventually guiding robots to interact with plants in order to
obtain samples from leaves to be analysed or even to perform some prunning. Monitoring
plants through leaf feature detection is a challenging perception task because different leaves,
even from the same plant, may have very different shapes, sizes and deformations. In addition,
leaves may be occluded by other leaves, making it hard to determine some of their coveted
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characteristics. It is easy to see how inappropriate would be the use of predefined trajectories
in such complex scenes. Conversely, it is an excellent opportunity to apply one-step exploration-
based approaches. For that reason, we propose a criterion to compute a new camera position
that offers a better view of a target leaf when exploratory difficulties, such as occlusions, appear.
The proposed criterion exploits some typical errors of the ToF camera which are normally
undesired and consequently filtered out. These errors are also common to other 3D sensing
devices as well. This approach is also useful when more than one leaf is segmented as the
same region, since moving the camera following the same criterion helps to disambiguate this
situation. It is important to recall that in this chapter we do not try to evaluate a set of possible
viewpoint candidates to find the next best view (NBV). Instead, we investigate here how to take
advantage of the knowledge about the ToF camera to obtain specific candidate viewpoints useful
for the given task.
As it will be seen in the following chapters, NBV is one of the most challenging problems
in vision sensor planning. Its level of difficulty does not depend only on the task but also on
some common aspects such as: whether a prior model of the object is known or not, whether
a very precise range sensor is used or not, and whether the viewpoint working space is highly
constrained or not, as stated at the beginning of this thesis in Table 1.1. In this chapter, for
instance, we assume that plants are composed of nearly planar leaves so we rely on simple
planar models, we use a noisy 3D range sensor (ToF camera), and the viewpoint working space
is constrained by both, the manipulator robot working space and the predefined maximum
distance between the camera and the surface of the plant.
5.1 Plants as a monitoring scene
Food industry is very important for society, and large areas of the world are currently cultivated,
as open plantations or as greenhouses. The automation in such areas has been traditionally
intensive, generally at large scale and relying on human assistance. Recently, more attention
is given to standalone processes taking increasingly into account plants as individuals [98].
Monitoring and taking actions over plants are two very difficult tasks. The reason why these
tasks are so difficult is because plants are complex and dynamic systems. Two plants are
not equal. They are composed of multiple elements such as flowers, leaves, stem and roots.
They grow, changing their shape and incorporating new elements. They move and they change
their colors depending not only on intrinsic but also extrinsic components. Because of all these
plant behaviours, tasks such as feature detection and action planning over them are very hard
problems to solve.
But leaves are not uniformly arranged in space, albeit they grow, by their nature, in a very
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structured way. Therefore, monitoring and measuring actual properties of the plant requires
specific techniques in order to place a sensor into the correct pose. The next-best-view algorithm
presented in this chapter focuses on finding a point of view that provides a better perception
of an occluded leaf or, in a similar way, disambiguating the number of observed leaves. At the
same time and as a consequence, a better estimation of the leave poses is achieved, a necessary
requirement to achieve the placement of a tactile measuring tool over the leaf.
Plants are a hard scenario for segmentation algorithms based on traditional color vision,
mainly due to the lack of texture and the uniformity of color. It has recently been demonstrated
that 3D information is highly valuable in this context [9]. Such information is obtained with
a depth sensor, that should provide information independently of the illumination conditions,
as they change in greenhouses. Acquisition time is also important, as a lot of plants should be
monitored. Finally, the sensor has to be lightweight, as we want to mount it at the end-effector
of a robotic arm.
5.2 3D image acquisition
As it has been already introduced, we will use a ToF camera as depth data input source.
This type of sensor has the main characteristic of providing registered depth and intensity
images of a scene at a high frame-rate (see Fig. 5.1a and 5.1b). But also, when compared
to other similar technologies, such as the new Kinect, and taking into account the context of the
GARNICS project, ToF cameras provide some interesting features that make them more suitable
for short range applications. ToF cameras are lightweight devices that provide directly depth
images without pre-processes, with infrared autoillumination units, making it independent from
external light sources, and its minimal depth measuring range can get as close as 15 cm.1
But, it is important to recall that using ToF cameras entails some drawbacks such as: low
resolution (200×200 pixels for a PMD CamCube 3.0 camera) and noisy depth measurements
due to systematic and non-systematic errors. On the one hand, low resolution can be a big
problem for large environment applications, but it has not such a negative impact when the
camera is used at 20 cm range as it is our case.2 On the other hand, noisy depth measurements
due to non-systematic errors get amplified by working in such a short range. Mainly the ones
due to multiple light reception and light scattering. Systematic errors get highly reduced by
calibration procedures [59]. Please revise chapter 2 for a wider and more detailed classification.
There is one type of multiple light reception error that deserves special attention here. This
1Measures extracted with a PMD CamCube 3.0 camera after changing its modulation frequency to 21MHz and
decreasing its integration time to 0.2 ms.
220 cm ensures a good compromise between planar model fitting and signal-to-noise ratio.
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(a) Intensity image (b) Depth colored 3D point cloud (c) False depth points at edges
Figure 5.1: Typical images acquired with a ToF camera (200×200 PMD CamCube 3.0).
Interesting false depth measures appear at the edges between foreground and background due
to the integration of the reflected light of both surfaces in the corresponding pixels.
is the jump-edge error (Fig. 5.1c). This type of error appears due to the mix of measurements
over the pixels that contain the edges between foreground objects and their background, refer to
Sec. 5.3.2 for a more detailed explanation. Our approach takes advantage of detecting this type
of error on the scene, and computes a new next-best-view in order to acquire a better estimation
of the leaves composition. Jump-edge errors are not unique of ToF cameras but are also present
in lidar systems and the new Kinect.3
5.3 Improving 3D information through camera reposi-
tion
Although the following sections give a more comprehensive explanation of each of the steps in
the view sensor planning, here is a brief summary of the general approach. Initially, the camera
is placed at approximately 15-20 cm away from the plant’s region of interest. Secondly, leaves
are segmented by means of planar approximation. Thirdly, jump-edge points are detected. And
finally, by combining the data from the previous two steps, the camera reposition is computed.
Although the approach is quite simple, it will allow us to proof its potential use for our posterior
research.
3Due to its internal filtering, Kinect does not deliver these data.
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5.3.1 Leaf segmentation - Fitting planar models to leaves
Each plant has its own specific type of leaves and their shapes and sizes can vary in a wide range.
Although more accurate leaf 3D models can be defined and consequently improve the detection
of leaves and the estimation of their poses, in our approach a simple planar model has been used.
Fitting accurate 3D object models to crowded scenes is a very time consuming task, and it gets
worse when the data provided are noisy as it happens in the case of ToF cameras. Consequently,
and when plants have nearly planar leaves, simple plane models can be approximated and
therefore increase the speed of 3D data processing.
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 5.2: Difficulties in finding a good parametrization for planar leaf segmentation. Planar
leaf segmentation is highly parameter-dependent. The first row shows some intensity images,
while the second row shows their corresponding planar segments defined by colors. Images
(a-d) and (b-e) share the same parameterization. It is possible to see how we obtain different
segmentation results for the same parameterization. Images (c-f) are the same scene as (b-e)
but with different parameterizations. Here it is possible to see how a bad leaf segmentation is
produced due to the non-planar shape of one of the leaves.
But there are always some drawbacks. Planar leaf segmentation is a highly parameter-
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(a) Raw 3D points colored by depth (b) Filtered 3D points colored by depth
Figure 5.3: Comparison between raw and jump-edge filtered 3D point clouds. Figure (a) clearly
shows how raw measurements incorporate undesired data into the 3D point cloud. A curtain
of points can be identified on the edges between the foreground (leaves) and the background.
Figure (b) shows the 3D point cloud after the jump-edge and bounding-box filters have been
applied.
dependent algorithm. Depending on the shape of the sensored surfaces that need to be modelled
and the quality and density of the acquired 3D data, necessary pre-processes for plane estima-
tion, such as point-normal calculation and point-neighbourhood computation, such parameters
can be very tricky to tune. In the case of plants with planar leaves, where data is captured with
a ToF camera, these tunning parameters have to allow dealing with the highly noisy readings
from the sensor and try not to subdivide a single leave in multiple planes. An example of a bad
parameterization can be observed in Fig. 5.2f. It is preferable fusing two leaves as if they were
a single one than subdividing a single leaf in sub-elements. This is because, as it has been said
previously and will be demonstrated by experiments in Sec. 5.3.4, ambiguity can be resolved by
acquiring a new best view.
5.3.2 Jump-edge filter
Figure 5.3 shows the appearance of a curtain of flying points around the edges between fore-
ground objects and their background. These points are commonly known as jump-edge points
and are generally removed by comparing the angle of incidence of neighboring pixels [60, 88,
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(a) 2D camera reposition schematic representation (b) Jump-edge points (Blue)
Figure 5.4: Camera reposition computation through jump-edge points detection. False depth
measurements (jump-edge points) detection helps to compute the camera reposition to uncover
occluded leaves and to disambiguate the number of observed leaves. Figure (a) shows the 2D
schematic representation of the algorithm. Figure (b) shows, in blue, the 3D jump-edge points.
92]. They are false measurements and consequently they are always removed from the data sets,
even the new Kinect sensor filters internally these misreadings. But in our case the appearance of
these false measurements are indicative of possible model misinterpretation or object occlusion.
Therefore, their detection and 3D localization in the scene provide the required information for
computing the next-best-view that will try to disambiguate or improve occluded leaf visibility
and pose estimation. In our algorithm, a number of at least 20 jump-edge points have to be
detected in order to consider them a region of interest. This threshold has been set empirically
to prevent considering non-systematic noise as jump-edge points.
5.3.3 Camera repositioning
Figure 5.4a shows a schematic representation of the computation of the camera reposition for
the tasks of uncovering occluded leaves and leaves disambiguation. The main characteristic of
our method is that it takes advantage of erroneous depth readings (Fig. 5.4b) for computing a
better view in a geometrical way.
Once the overall estimated planes and jump-edge points have been obtained, the computa-
tion of the camera’s new pose is reduced to a geometrical problem. As introduced in previous
sections, a new pose is only calculated if there are jump-edge pixels adjacent to two planes or
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Figure 5.5: WAM arm used in the experiments holding the Time-of-Flight camera observing a
plant.
if these are contained inside a unique plane. For any of both conditions the algorithm behaves
in the same manner. First, the median point of the jump-edge points that fulfill the condition is
calculated and normalized as a unitary vector. This vector represents the current view camera
direction. Second, we calculate the cross product between the estimated plane normal 4 and
the previous normalized vector. The resulting orthonormal vector is the one that will act as
a rotation axis to attain the camera’s new pose (on the schematic representation, this vector
would come out from the figure). Finally, using the median jump edge point as a center and
the previous rotation axis, a rotation of 45 degrees is applied to the current view. Although
45 degrees have proven to be an adequate quantity in our experiments, it is advisable to use
smaller angles, e.g. 10 degrees, since incremental repositioning is more adaptative. It has to be
noticed that the current method guarantees a gain of information over the scene on superficial
leaves but not on the ones deep inside the plant, since their probability of being occluded by
unobserved leaves is very high.
5.3.4 Validation
Figure 5.5 shows the experimental setup of our simulated monitoring plant process. It includes
a PMD CamCube 3.0 ToF camera mounted as an end-effector of a 7-DoF Barrett WAM arm. This
configuration permits moving the camera to different viewpoints and also monitoring several
plants located in the typical matrix-like plant containers.
4In the task of resolving leaf occlusion the normal vector is the one of the occluding plane (closer to the camera).
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As it has been previously stated, our proposed camera’s repositioning algorithm has been
designed in order to deal with two specific tasks, resolution of leaves occlusions and disam-
biguation between leaves. Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show two scenes where both tasks have been
performed respectively. Each figure is divided in two sets of images, the images at the top row
show the state of the scene before applying the algorithm while the images at the bottom row
show its state afterwards. By observing the intensity images of the plant it is easy to imagine how
common these two types of scenes are obtained in a plant monitoring process and, consequently,
how important it is to be able to deal efficiently with occlusions and ambiguities.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
Figure 5.6: Scene containing a detected leaf occlusion. Top row shows the scene before applying
the repositioning algorithm, images (a-d). Bottom row shows the scene observed from the new
viewpoint, images (e-h). After applying the repositioning algorithm the occluded leaf is clearly
discovered.
Figure 5.6a shows the intensity image of a scene where the occlusion of a leaf is clearly
identified. By executing the jump-edge filter over the 3D data, the countours of each leaf are
extracted (Fig. 5.6b). At the same time, the plane segmentation process provides the estimation
of the different planes (Fig. 5.6c). Figure 5.6d shows, in a 3D rotated view, the extracted jump-
edge points that fall just in the frontier between both leaves. These points are the ones that
allow us to compute the next pose whose result is displayed at the bottom row of Fig. 5.6. By
comparing the image pairs Fig. 5.6(a, e) and Fig. 5.6(c, g), it can be seen how, by moving
the camera to the next pose, the overall perception of the occluded leaf surface is significantly
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improved.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
Figure 5.7: Scene containing a possible mixture of leaves. Top row shows the scene before
applying the repositioning algorithm, images (a-d). Bottom row shows the scene after it, images
(e-h). After applying the repositioning algorithm the ambiguity is clarified and two leaves are
detected instead of one.
Figure 5.7 shows the ambiguity scene where two leaves have been misinterpreted as only
one. In order to evaluate whether there is an ambiguity, the existence of jump-edge points
inside the segmented plane is verified. Fig. 5.7b shows how part of the jump-edge points, white
contours, are found inside the area of the wrongly assumed leaf (Fig. 5.7c). Following the same
repositioning approach as before, a new camera pose is computed leading to the resulting images
at the bottom row. After the robot’s movement, the previously estimated dark red plane has now
been correctly divided into two different planes, as it was expected (Fig. 5.7g). Figures 5.7(d, h)
show the final 3D point cloud of the leaves as if they were viewed from the same camera pose,
before and after the repositioning. It can be clearly seen how not only the disambiguation has
been achieved but also how part of one of the leaves that was occluded is now uncovered.
5.4 Robotized plant probing through Next Best View
The previous section presented a simple approach to take advantage of the acquisition of ToF
depth images and the associated filtering process to detect determined issues useful to drive the
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(a)
(b)
(c)(d)
Figure 5.8: Snapshots of our manipulator robot with the sampling tool and the chlorophyll
meter attached to it. (a) WAM arm holding the ToF sensor, a color camera (not used), and the
sampling tool used to extract samples from the leaves. Figures (b) and (d) show the working
principle of the sampling tool before and after the cutting, respectively. (c) An alternative setup
consisting of a lighter ToF camera and a SPAD meter (Chlorophyll meter).
camera motion. In this section a more complex task is introduced.
The automated probing of plant leaves is a new research topic in agricultural robotics with
many potential applications. For example, probes could be taken from plants automatically
to detect plant diseases or nutritional deficiencies. Samples drawn at different developmental
stages can be used to subsequently analyze their relative growth rates [23]. The treatment of
singular plants can then prevent spreading of disease in fields and reduce the application of
chemicals. Another potential application is the fast probing of plants in research laboratories for
phenotyping purposes.
In this section we address the problem of accurately placing a sampling tool on a leaf to
acquire sample discs from plants using a robot arm (Fig. 5.8a). We have developed a specialized
sampling tool [12] for this purpose that, once it is correctly placed with respect to the leaf, can
cut a sample disk (Fig. 5.8b,d). Alternatively, another tool that can be used is a SPAD meter
(Fig. 5.8c). This tool can measure the chlorophyll content of a small area of a leaf and does not
imply the damage of the leaf at each experiment. The use of both tools requires the same motion
strategy: they have a lateral opening where the leaf has to be introduced. In the experiments
we will use both tools interchangeably.
The probing (or chlorophyll measurement) of a leaf follows a two-stage approach. Initially,
the robot arm is moved to a position from which a general view of the plant is obtained. The
depth and infrared images acquired with a ToF camera are segmented into their composite
surfaces as described in Section 5.4.1. Leaf-model contours are fitted to the extracted segments,
the validity of the fit and the graspability of the leaf are measured, and the segments are ranked.
The camera is calibrated to obtain the best images at fixed distance, so when a target leaf is
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selected the robot moves the camera to a closer, fronto-parallel view of it. The validity of the
target and the graspability are then re-evaluated as described in Section 5.4.2. If the leaf is
considered suitable for sampling on the basis of these criteria, then the probing tool is placed
onto the leaf following a two-step path. If the target is not considered suitable for probing,
another target leaf (from the general view) is selected, and the procedure is repeated.
5.4.1 Leaf segmentation - Fitting quadratic surface models
We assume that plant leaves are usually represented by a single surface in a 3-D space. Although
this assumption may not be generally valid, we assume that it holds in most cases. With the many
occlusions present in grown plants and the variability of leaves in terms of size, orientation, and
3-D shape, the application of appearance models directly to the image data for the purpose of
leaf segmentation would be extremely challenging, especially since partial shape models might
also have to be utilized.
The method is explained in detail in [8], and it consists of the following steps:
1. Infrared-intensity segmentation. The infrared intensity image is segmented into regions
using a standard segmentation algorithm. Details can be found in [47]. However, other
segmentation algorithms, e.g. mean-shift clustering, could have been used. Segmentations
of the image are obtained for different resolutions, determined by parameter k of the
algorithm, which controls how many segments are being generated. We used k = 300,
150, and 75 to find the three segmentations at different resolutions. This way, a wide
enough range of parameters can be covered assuring the robustness of the method, since
“good” regions are expected to occur at some point along the hierarchy. The remaining
parameters of the algorithm have been held constant at σ = 0.5 and min = 20.
2. Surface model fitting. For a given segment si we perform a minimization of the mean
square distance
Ei = 1/N
N∑
j=1
(zj − zj,m)2 (5.1)
of measured depth points zj,m from the estimated model depth zj = fi(xj , yj), where
fi(xj , yj) = ax
2
j + by
2
j + cxj + dyj + e is the data-model function and N is the number of
measured depth points in the area of segment si. Surfaces are described by five parameters
a, b, c, d, and e.
3. Building a segment graph. For each image segment, the boundary points are extracted.
Two segments are considered neighbors if some of the respective boundary points are less
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than d3D cm apart. The segments define the nodes V of the segment graph (V, e).
4. Segment dissimilarity. We define a dissimilarity measure ed between two segments si
and sj by estimating how well the surface model of segment si describes the depth of sj
and vice-versa. The fitting errors between the measured depth z(x, y) and the expected
one fj(x, y) is defined as
Ei/j = 1/ni
∑
p∈si
|fj(x, y)− z(x, y)|. (5.2)
The fitting error Ej/i is defined accordingly. Then, ed is defined as the smaller error of Ei/j
and Ej/i.
5. Graph-based clustering. The pairwise dissimilarities between segments are used to sort
the graph edges eij in order of increasing dissimilarity. For this purpose, we define a
label l enumerating the edges in ascending order. The total number of edges is n. We
further define a merging threshold dmerge (here, dmerge = 1 cm2). The surface models of
all graph nodes or segments are also stored in a list, because they may be updated during
the procedure.
5.4.2 Extraction of grasping points
We use the following strategy to find suitable grasping points and approach vectors for probing.
First, a target segment is selected from the processed data obtained from a far (general) view of
the plant. Using the surface normal and 3-D position of the target, we move the robot arm with
the mounted ToF camera closer to the target and align the viewing direction of the camera with
its surface normal. At this close position, a new image is acquired, which we use to confirm or
reject our target. If a suitable leaf target is found, a grasping point is identified and an approach
to the leaf is planned.
For each plant type, we have extracted the leaf boundary Cm which is characteristic for the
specific plant together with a predefined grasping point (Fig 5.9). Then the outer 2-D boundary
Ci of the selected segment si is extracted and compared to Cm before an alignment process
using the surface normal.
We consider a grasping point (which by definition is located on the boundary of the segment)
to be graspable if there are no obstructing objects (e.g., other leaves) in its direct vicinity, and if
the given boundary is a true leaf boundary, i.e., it is not caused by an occlusion.
The probing tool must be placed so that the leaf can slide into the cavity of the tool,
which is only 2-cm wide. For this to be successful, the probing tool needs to be aligned
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with the orientation of the leaf. For this purpose, the average surface normal of the leaf is
computed. Furthermore, the probing tool is first placed at an intermediate goal position at a
certain distance from the grasping point. We compute the intermediate goal position by first
defining an approach vector for the grasp according to ag = xg − xc, where xc is the center
point of the leaf. The approach vector is normalized and used together with the grasping point
to compute the intermediate goal position xgoal = xg + 10ag, at 10-cm distance from the edge
point toward the outside of the leaf (Fig 5.9).
We further define a probing point at which the tool should be finally placed xprobing =
xg − 2ag. The probing point is located 2 cm from the edge point toward the inside of the leaf.
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Figure 5.9: Target leaf point cloud and probing approach points. The 3-D points of the selected
target segment are shown together with the associated center point (circle), probing point
(diamond), grasping point (hexagram), the intermediate goal position (square), the surface
normal (black line), and the approach vector (green line), which intersects all these points.
Distances are given in centimeters.
5.4.3 Validation
First step - approaching
The presented robotic leaf-probing strategy assumes that, to successfully sample plant leaves, it
is advantageous to move first to a closer and fronto-parallel viewing position with respect to the
leaf surface. To support this claim, we verify that 1) surface normals of leaves can indeed be
accurately estimated with the given method, and 2) moving to a closer, fronto-parallel view of
a leaf allows better verification of suitable leaves for probing and thus a better determination of
grasping points.
To test assumption 1), we used a planar artificial leaf. For this purpose, the shape of a real
leaf (Anthurium) was taken and cut from a carton. The shape was also used as a model leaf
for this particular experiment. The artificial leaf was attached to a beam and rotated around
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.10: Validity of the extracted segments. Validity as a function of the measured enclosing
angle of the surface normal with the z-axis (camera-viewing direction) for: (a) artificial leaf
and (b) real leaf (Anthurium). The validity measures the correlation between the measured
and transformed 2-D segment contour and a 2-D model-leaf contour. Observe that as more
fronto-parallel more valid.
its center to attain different angles of its surface normal with the viewing direction of the PMD
camera. The leaf was rotated in steps of 5◦, starting at 0◦, and a depth and an infrared-intensity
image were acquired at each step. Using our method, the leaf was segmented and the surface
normal was computed by fitting a plane to the 3-D points of the segment. The enclosing angle of
the measured surface normal with the z-axis was calculated. Fitting a line to the data revealed an
approximate measurement error of about ±0.7◦, which demonstrates that a sufficiently accurate
estimation of the surface normal can be obtained with the system.
To verify assumption 2), we used the model-leaf contour to calculate the validity of the
extracted segments during the previous experiment. The validity measures the correlation
between the measured 2-D segment contour and a 2-D model-leaf contour (Sec.5.4.2). We
observed (Fig. 5.10a) that the validity decreases as the angle increases, i.e., the further we move
away from the fronto-parallel position, the harder leaf recognition becomes because of view-
dependent shape distortions and other visibility impairments. This also implies that the grasping
point cannot be accurately determined past some angle because the model-leaf contour together
with the associated grasping point will fit the segment boundary only very poorly. We further
acquired depth and infrared-intensity images from various viewing angles of a real leaf (the
very leaf that had also been used to extract the model-leaf shape in the previous experiment).
The computed validities, displayed in Figure 5.10b, are similar to the validities obtained for the
artificial leaf. The experiments demonstrate that the method is capable of extracting the target
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Plant Overall View Segmentation Fronto-Parallel View Segmentation
Anthorium
Pothos
Dieffenbachia
Figure 5.11: Approaching phase over three different plants (Anthurium, Pothos and
Dieffenbachia). Observe how by changing the sensor’s pose to a fronto-parallel view, a more
accurate and informative shape of the leaf is detected. This leads not only to improvements in
the plant leaves segmentation, but also to a better leaf pose estimation and consequently to a
more suitable determination of the grasping points for a correct leaf measurement.
leaf despite varying viewing conditions and without adjusting the parameters. A close view for
probing is desirable since it increases the amount of data that can be gathered about a leaf (the
resolution) and its quality (based on the camera calibration parameters). Table 5.11 shows the
benefits of such approach. Observe that the first view is useful to obtain a general perspective
of the plant while the second view, fronto-parallel and centered on the selected leaf, provides
detailed information and it is usually easier to segment.
Second step - measurement
Once the robot arm is brought into the desired position, the reliability of the probing procedure,
including target selection, probing point extraction, and path planning can be evaluated. This
is done by automatically measuring the chlorophyll level of the target leaf at the probing point
repeatedly with a SPAD meter mounted on the robot arm 5.8c. Three plants are investigated:
Anthurium White, Anthurium Red, and Pothos.
First, a target leaf is found from the ToF data and the infrared-intensity image in the close
view. The poses of the robot, the camera, the tool, and the target leaf are computed for path
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planning. Figure 5.12 shows, for each of the plants, some examples of the computed poses
in the robot model (left panels), the PMD infrared intensity images (middle panels), and the
segmented target leaves (right panels).
Because the camera is already in the close, fronto-parallel view with respect to the leaf, the
segmentation problem is eased compared to the far view (not shown). For the selected target
leaf, a grasping point is extracted and the probing movement is executed5. If the probing is
successful, the measured chlorophyll level of the leaf is reported. The time for computing the
probing point and execution of the probing is measured. The results of experiments conducted
for the different plants are summarized in Table 5.1(a, b, c). The most common failure reason
are errors in the leaf-model fitting, leading to a wrong estimation of the grasping point (failure
1). Other less frequent reasons are bad normal estimation (failure 2), probing a point of a leaf
patch with low chlorophyll content (failure 3), or an overly long path chosen by the kinematics
(failure 4).
5.5 Discussion
This chapter proposed two methods that show how plant monitoring can be improved by
relocating the camera’s point of view. The former method takes advantage of jump-edge flying
points, typical erroneous data from a ToF camera, for finding a suitable solution to two common
monitoring tasks: getting a better view of an occluded target leaf and resolving ambiguity in the
number of leaves. The method can be executed in real-time since it does not use any cost func-
tion minimization methodology or any complex leaf model fitting but a geometrical approach
and a simple planar leaf model. It has to be noticed that, depending on the configuration of
leaves, it may not be possible to completely avoid occlusions or ambiguities by moving the
camera. A next research step in this area would be to use an extra robot manipulator to perform
monitoring tasks by interacting with the scene.
The latter method moves the camera to a fronto-parallel view of the leave’s surface to
improve the robustness of plants automated probing. A fronto-parallel view assures a better
leaf segmentation and subsequently a more accurate leaf model fitting. At this point, the
computation of the probing point and its corresponding grasping trajectory becomes a simple
geometrical problem. Both validity and robustness of the system are demonstrated by statistical
experimentation.
The completion of this research has contributed to develop novel algorithms for leaf segmen-
tation, model fitting and task-related 3D feature extraction for initial active sensing purposes [8,
5Additional material at:
http://www.iri.upc.edu/groups/perception/leafProbing.
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Figure 5.12: Examples of the segmentation process for different type of leaves. Fronto-parallel
robot’s pose, PMD infrared intensity image, and segmented target leaves for Anthurium White
(A-C), Anthurium Red (D-F), and Pothos (G-I).
52]. The identification of the different parts of a plant and the detection of significant spatial
features, such as the normal vector or the leaf’s boundary, can provide the necessary clues for
solving higher complexity active sensing tasks (e.g. leaf probing).
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Exp. Success Time [s] Chlorophyll Fail.
1 Y 21.05 44.2 x
2 N 26.44 - 1
3 Y 24.04 43.8 x
4 Y 25.06 43.7 x
5 Y 21.48 44.3 x
6 N 24.62 - 1
7 Y 24.32 44.4 x
8 Y 25.60 43.9 x
9 Y 23.45 44.4 x
10 Y 23.23 44.6 x
11 Y 24.91 43.9 x
12 Y 25.87 44.2 x
13 Y 22.53 43.8 x
14 Y 21.71 44.4 x
15 Y 25.03 43.5 x
16 Y 27.95 43.8 x
17 Y 21.76 43.5 x
18 Y 22.04 43.1 x
19 Y 23.95 44.0 x
20 Y 22.64 44.6 x
(a) Anthurium Andreanum (White).
Exp. Success Time [s] Chlorophyll Fail.
1 Y 18.87 49.6 x
2 Y 19.31 49.0 x
3 Y 19.54 50.2 x
4 Y 20.88 49.6 x
5 Y 21.18 49.1 x
6 Y 20.77 50.2 x
7 N 18.68 - 2
8 Y 19.59 48.3 x
9 Y 19,22 49.9 x
10 Y 18.77 48.3 x
11 Y 21.15 49.9 x
12 Y 19.35 50.3 x
13 N 21.11 - 1
14 Y 18.97 49.5 x
15 N 19.29 - 1
16 Y 18.11 32.8 1
17 Y 18.67 50.1 x
18 Y 19.64 48.6 x
19 Y 19.98 46.6 x
20 Y 18.48 49.3 x
(b) Anthurium Andreanum (Red).
Exp. Success Time [s] Chlorophyll Fail.
1 Y 19.61 50.9 x
2 Y 22.22 51.9 x
3 Y 19.23 51.8 x
4 N 19.86 - 1
5 Y 18.52 47.6 x
6 Y 19.97 52.3 x
7 Y 21.39 47.7 x
8 N 22.92 - 1
9 Y 18.10 50.5 x
10 Y 19.75 51.4 x
11 Y 19.59 49.5 x
12 Y 18.67 34.6 3
13 N 24.26 - 1
14 Y 22.10 48.5 x
15 N 31.53 - 1
16 Y 29.81 50.5 4
17 N 19.78 - 1
18 Y 18.49 50.9 x
19 Y 19.65 51.9 x
20 N 21.04 - 1
(c) Epipremnum Aureum (Pothos).
Table 5.1: Success results from the leaf probing action. Probing succeeded in 90% of the cases
for Anthurium White (a), 85% of the cases for Anthurium Red (b), and 70% of the cases for
Pothos (c). For the Pothos plant, the worst result was obtained. This might be due to the
small size of the leaves, posing limits to the depth estimation and thus probing point estimation.
Overall, experiments were successful in 82% of the cases.

6
Expected Information Gain as a decision criterion
From contours and surfaces to volumes.
Active view planning for gathering data from an unexplored 3D complex scenario is a hard
and still open problem in the computer vision community. In this chapter, we present a general
task-oriented approach based on an information-gain maximization that easily deals with such
a problem. Our approach consists of ranking a given set of possible actions, based on their
task-related gains, and then executing the best-ranked action to move the required sensor.
An example of how our approach behaves is demonstrated by applying it over 3D raw data
for real-time volume modeling of complex-shaped objects. Our setting includes a calibrated 3D
time-of-flight (ToF) camera mounted on a 7 degrees of freedom (DoF) robotic arm. Noise in
the sensor data acquisition, which is too often ignored, is here explicitly taken into account by
computing an uncertainty matrix for each point, and refining this matrix each time the point is
seen again. Results show that, by always choosing the most informative view, a complete model
of a 3D free-form object is acquired and also that our method achieves a good compromise
between speed and precision.
Viewpoint planning tries to exploit the process of modifying the pose of a sensor to acquire
a new view of the scene. All tasks requiring different views (modeling, recognition, feature
discovery...) can be interpreted as an information gain process, since an increment of infor-
mation is expected with every new view. This information is classically used for geometrical
modeling, but should not be limited to it, and also may include other characteristics such as leaf
contours for plant segmentation [52] or wrinkles on clothes for grasping [148]. Specially when
dealing with unknown scenarios, the system should decide actions based only on the available
information and the expected reward of executing the selected action. In such scenarios, the
ability to explicitly measure the gain of each action is crucial, and it is closely related to the
internal representation used.
Active view planning becomes a space characterization task whose goal is to answer the
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question: where should the sensor be placed for locating specific characteristics? Because it involves
spatial characteristics (or at least located in space), the proposed approach uses a voxelized
space where each voxel contains a complete 3× 3 covariance. This representation allows to ac-
count not only for exploration (unknown areas) but also for refinement, that is, the information
gain of seeing characteristics again from a different point of view.
In summary, this chapter brings the following contributions:
1. An algorithm to select the most informative action from a given set for general view
planning tasks.
2. A convenient representation of the informative characteristics and their position on the
space using a 3× 3 covariance matrix for each one, and an efficient implementation using
a multi-resolution octree.
3. An efficient method to compute the expected gain of a new data acquisition fusing infor-
mation from exploration and from refinement, that accounts explicitly for the orientation
of the sensor and for the acquisition covariance.
6.1 Related work
Sensor viewpoint planning has been commonly used for the tasks of precise geometrical model
construction and object recognition (see the reviews [160] and [152]), and to a lesser extent
for the optimal segmentation of particular object characteristics [119,155] and to exploit sensor
features to easily detect occlusions, formerly using a laser [122] and more recently with a ToF
sensor [52].
These algorithms can be classified according to the constraints they impose, on the type
of objects that can handle, the sensors they use, the restrictions of the sensor positioning sys-
tem, and more important, the decision-making strategy and the symbolic object representation
they used, see Table 1.1. Just to give some examples of the large variety, in [158] objects
are represented statistically by multidimensional receptive field histograms, and the camera is
controlled by making hypotheses on the salient points of the previously learned objects and
then moving to the most discriminative viewpoint. In [36] reinforcement learning is used to
associate the current state with camera actions and their corresponding reward. Here the model
is a particle representation, and it is updated with new sensor readings with the Condensation
algorithm. Earlier, this mapping between camera actions and new information was coded using
entropy maps [15] and information-gain optimizations [41]. Other approaches to viewpoint
selection include probabilistic reasoning [153] and Bayesian networks [103]. More recently,
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in [85] a boost-based algorithm to combine different appearance estimators has been proposed
to compute the next view in a rotating object framework.
All the previous algorithms require some degree of training. But when training is not
applicable or too expensive, approaches using information-gain measures can be a very good
alternative. In such approaches, two steps are clearly distinguished: the generation of a set of
viewpoint candidates and the ranking of such candidates by evaluating the expected information
gain of each action. In both steps the internal representation of the environment into a model
plays an important role. Common representations, when dealing with 3D data, are polygonal
meshes (surface-based methods) or 3D occupancy grid mappings (volumetric methods). On the
one hand, surface-based methods provide a set of viewpoints based on the location of jump
edges [123], the trend of a contour [104] or the fitting of a parametric surface representa-
tion [9]. On the other hand, volumetric methods usually provide viewpoints by evaluating the
information of visited and non-visited portions of the workspace by encoding this space using
voxel representations (or, more efficiently, octrees) [32,55,189].
Information gain has been used before as viewpoint selection criterion in classical object
modeling works [33], where the sensor uncertainty is modelled using only the viewing direction
and is considered uniform for all the acquired points, or not considered given the high accuracy
of the sensor [105]. While some approaches require some degree of overlap to match consecu-
tive sensor readings, other methods do not and consider this to be a positive feature (see [26]
for a review). This statement holds true for precise sensors, and for precise positioning systems,
but it does not when considering noisy sensors, specially when sensor readings have different
uncertainties depending on their position on the image, as it is here the case with ToF cameras
(Chapter 2).
This chapter proposes a different approach for viewpoint evaluation. Independently of the
viewpoint generation algorithm used, it relies on a volumetric space representation to encode
the complete covariance of the observed characteristics. The (possibly non-uniform) uncertainty
in the acquisition process is explicitly used to compute the information gain produced by revis-
iting characteristics with large uncertainties (herein, overlap is encouraged). This is combined
with the information gain produced by exploring new areas to produce the total information
gain for each different action.
6.2 View planning procedure
The initial configuration of the system consists of placing the sensor at a certain distance in
such a way that its field-of-view covers part of the scene and it remains in its focused range. Once
the initial configuration is reached, the proposed method can be synthesized by four iterative
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(a) Mozart intensity image (b) Mozart point cloud
Figure 6.1: Typical intensity image (a) and matched point cloud (b) acquired by a Swissranger
SR4000 in its first view of the scene
.
steps (see some details in Algorithm 6.1). First, data is acquired by means of a sensor, e.g. a
3D ToF camera (see Fig. 6.1). In the second step, two representations of the scene, a mesh for
the view generator and a 3D occupancy grid for the information gain estimator, are updated
with the new sensor measurements. In our approach, the 3D occupancy grid plays an important
role because it is used to maintain the related uncertainty (Sec. 6.2.1). During the third step,
a set of candidate viewpoints is computed using the viewpoint generator (Sec. 6.2.2). Finally,
the view with the highest information gain is selected after simulating each candidate viewpoint
(Sec. 6.2.3).
6.2.1 Scene representation: 3D occupancy grid
A 3D occupancy grid is a map of a 3D space represented by a set of random variables, which
are uniformly distributed on a discrete grid. These random variables are binary and specify
whether each of the grid cells is occupied or free. Usually occupancy grid maps are used for
building a consistent map after solving the SLAM problem, since they assume exact robot’s pose
information. In a different way, our approach does not use the occupancy grid map as a final
result but as a tool to evaluate the information gain of multiple possible view poses.
Our 3D occupancy grid map is based on a probabilistic voxel space defined by a multireso-
lution octree structure. All 3D grid cells, also called voxels, have associated a covariance matrix
depending on all the history of measurements. At the same time, each voxel is defined by
three possible occupancy types: occupied, free or unknown. By using the covariance matrix as
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Algorithm 6.1: Autonomous active view planning
M← ACTIVEVIEWPLANNING(x0, Σs, O, S)
INPUTS:
x0: Initial sensor pose in global coordinates.
Σs: Sensor measurement covariance.
O: 3D occupancy grid.
S: A set of n measurements.
OUTPUT:
M: Task-based representation.
1: i = 0
2: repeat
3: Si ← DATAACQUISITION(xi)
4: (M, O)← UPDATEREPRESENTATIONS(S)
5: cm ← VIEWPOINTSGENERATION(xi,M)
6: xi+1 ← DECISIONMAKER(cm, O, Σs)
7: i = i+ 1
8: until task completed
9: return M
an uncertainty voxel-related measurement, our approach can optimally obtain the information
gain taking into account the orientation of the sensor. This is an important feature when using
a noisy sensor such as a 3D ToF camera, since the error is usually bigger in one component.
6.2.2 Viewpoint generation
Since the workspace around an object contains an infinite number of views, it is common
to reduce the search space by sampling candidate views around an approximate sphere or
cylinder [17,143,183]. However, the candidate views always point to the center of their objects
and, consequently, the sensor cannot be positioned in a way that achieves optimal modeling
results.
In order to determine the following viewpoint accordingly to the information gain, a search
space consisting of multiple viewpoints (possible sensor positions and orientations) is required
as input. In this work, the Viewpoint Estimator [104] algorithm will be used. This algorithm
generates viewpoints by detecting boundary trends in a triangular mesh. It works as follows.
Once new 3D data are acquired, a triangular mesh is reconstructed in a real-time stream. A
quadratic patch is then fitted to each boundary region and new viewpoints, perpendicular
to those patches, are then generated. Therefore, the search space is not limited to a set
of predefined poses over a sphere or cylinder but it allows for any position and orientation.
Depending on their position, relative to the sensor, the detected boundaries are classified as left,
right, top and bottom. In the original work, the next viewpoint was chosen heuristically by first
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 6.2: Graphical interpretation through ellipsoids of the covariance reduction inside a
voxel. Figure (a) shows two independent simulated readings of a point in space, which are
taken to be perpendicular for clarity. Figure (d) shows the a priori uncertainty of an unknown
voxel represented as a covariance matrix and visualized as a sphere inscribed inside the voxel
cube. Pairs of figures (b-e) and (c-f) show how the covariance of a voxel gets updated after
combining one or both readings, respectively.
going through the left, then right, top and bottom boundaries. Figure 6.3 shows an example
of two boundaries classified as left and the subsequent region growing, which is used to fit a
quadratic patch.
6.2.3 Expected gain using an occupancy grid
In Information Theory, information gain is a probabilistic measure of how significant a new state
estimate of the environment is. The concept of information gain is equivalent to the one of
uncertainty or entropy reduction. Entropy, as defined by [161], is computed as:
H(x) = −
∑
X
p(x) log p(x), (6.1)
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(a) Boundary classification (b) Quadratic patch fitting
Figure 6.3: Example of two boundaries obtained from a partial camel mesh. Both have been
classified as left boundaries. A region growing is performed in order to fit a quadratic patch.
where X is a finite set of values of a discrete random variable x that has p(x) as probability
distribution function. For an n multivariate Gaussian distribution with covariance matrix Σ,
entropy can be computed as:
H(x) =
1
2
log((2pi)n|Σ|). (6.2)
As [165] already pointed out, using the determinant over all possible measurements for
computing the information gain is computationally expensive. Based on this work, our approach
uses the trace of the covariance matrix instead of its determinant, therefore efficiently computing
the overall gain. This is possible thanks to having the same representation units for all the
observable features and, consequently, avoiding scalability problems. Finally, and despising the
constants, the entropy of a discrete random variable can be efficiently computed as:
H(x) =
3n∑
i=0
log(Σi,i). (6.3)
Now, we will combine the Information gain with the 3D occupancy grid. Initially, all voxel
states are set to unknown, state with the highest uncertainty. Once new sensor data are obtained,
the states of all voxels intersected by a ray are updated. Depending on whether a voxel is crossed
by a ray-trace or whether it encloses a new measurement, the voxel state is set to free or to
occupied, respectively. Also, each occupied voxel is assigned its measurement covariance matrix
Σi in order to posteriorly compute the information gain of new viewpoints. If the voxel was
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(a) Zeus (b) Mozart (c) Camel (d) Zeus (e) Mozart (f) Camel
Figure 6.4: Snapshots of the free-form figures used for modeling. (a), (b) and (c) are the
original object figures. (d), (e) and (f), final triangle mesh of the modeled objects. Note that
some details of the objects can not be captured due to the low resolution of the 3D ToF camera.
previously defined occupied, both the new covariance and the former are combined as shown in
Fig. 6.2 by
(Σi)
−1 = (Σt−1i )
−1 + (Σti)
−1. (6.4)
Only voxels with unknown and occupied states would be considered for estimating the infor-
mation gain, since free voxels do not provide any information. The reason for this behaviour
is to minimize the effect of non-filtered noise and possible miss-readings due to non-systematic
3D ToF camera errors. Once the viewpoint estimator recommends a set of n viewpoints, their
expected information gain (IG) is computed. Every viewpoint is simulated by ray-tracing from
the sensor’s pose to the occupancy grid. Each colliding ray updates the corresponding voxel’s
covariance matrix and a copy is kept in memory as a sparse matrix
A =

Σ0 0 · · · 0
0 Σ1
. . .
...
...
. . . . . . 0
0 · · · 0 Σn
 . (6.5)
Finally, the overal expected information gain is computed as:
IG =
3n∑
i=0
log(Ai,i). (6.6)
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6.3 Experimentation
In order to be evaluated, the proposed active view planning has been applied to the task of
modeling three free-form objects (see Fig. 6.4). Although all objects have similar sizes, each of
them has its own degree of complexity, mainly based on the number of concavities. The most
complex object is the Camel, followed by the Zeus and the Mozart bust. On the Mozart bust the
only influential concavity is the one at its neck. The Zeus bust shows a higher complexity by
having a big concavity under its beard. Finally, the Camel has a big concavity under its legs and
a very heterogeneous structure due to its neck and head.
6.3.1 Setup
The current approach has been tested using a 7 DoF manipulator robot type Kuka KR16 and a
3D ToF camera type Swissranger SR4000 attached to its flange. The 3D ToF camera is attached
in a 90 degree angle with respect to the tool-center-point (TCP). During the experiments, the
objects were placed on a fixed and static platform at a height of approximately 670 mm. At this
height, and due to its wide workspace, the Kuka KR16 manipulator is able to cover comfortably
the surrounding volume of a medium-sized object at a distance of 40 cm (see Fig. 6.5). The high
accuracy of Kuka KR16 is required since the approach only takes into account the uncertainty
of the measurements and not the one of the sensor’s pose. Alternatively, if a high accuracy arm
is not available, consecutive point clouds can be put in correspondence with a minimization
process, as is done e.g. in [49].
3D ToF camera data lacks accuracy and precision due to systematic errors and noise (Chap-
ter 2). The 3D ToF camera is intrinsically and extrinsically calibrated. Moreover, depth calibra-
tion is applied to improve 3D ToF camera measurements following the methodology of [59].
Additionally, jump-edge points and noise generated by the electronics are also considered. The
former is handled by a specialized edge filter [123]. The latter is limited by appropriately
adjusting the integration time. All together helps to get more accurate point clouds and to
correctly register them in order to make the model grow.
6.3.2 Results
The Zeus, Mozart and Camel objects are appropriate for the evaluation because they have been
used previously in other works. Moreover, the obtained results can be compared with two
previous approaches used at DLR in the past (Fig. 6.6). Although a straightforward comparison
between them is not an easy task because each approach used different sensors, some interesting
conclusions can be extracted.
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Figure 6.5: Experimental setup for the object modeling task based on active view planning. A
SR4000 3D ToF camera is attached to the end-effector of a Kuka KR16 industrial robot.
First, [60] used two different 3D ToF cameras, a Swissranger SR-3000 and IFM O3D100, for
modeling the Camel. Their approach consisted in building a surface mesh by registering a pre-
defined human-driven set of measurements and merging the views using Iterative-Closest-Point
(ICP) without possibly refine their result. Their resulting models are reproduced in Fig. 6.6a
and 6.6b. Later, Kriegel [104] used a laser scanner for modeling both the Camel and Mozart
objects, providing a very precise model at the expense of a time consuming process. Figure 6.6d
shows the final model of the Camel.
Alternatively, our proposed algorithm (Fig. 6.6c) presents a good model compromise be-
tween model precision and time acquisition for most robotic tasks. Our approach takes explicit
advantage of the noisy and low resolution data obtained from a 3D ToF camera. Images are
obtained at a high frame rate (20 fps.) and with less complexity in the setup. Note that
with this algorithm an explicit uncertainty measure of each point of the model is maintained,
and therefore it is easy to define measures of the overall quality on the model. One natural
consequence of the algorithm is that for complex objects with concavities and details, a higher
number of viewpoints for completing the model is required and automatically computed. On the
contrary, the simpler the object, the fewer number of views. But more important, the algorithm
can intrinsically refine the model to a desired precision, always limited by the sensor’s resolution,
by defining a threshold on the overall amount of information gain.
Figure 6.7 shows a graphical example of how candidate views are computed and how the
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(a) Pre-defined trajectory with SR3000 3D ToF
camera.
(b) Pre-defined trajectory with O3D100 3D ToF
camera.
(c) Current approach with SR4000 3D ToF camera. (d) Boundary trend approach with laser scanner
Figure 6.6: Comparison between models extracted with different 3D sensors. Figures (a) and (b)
extracted from Fuchs et al. [60]. Figure (c) is our current approach and Fig. (d) is extracted
from Kriegel et al. [104].
model is incrementally updated. Step by step, the algorithm adds new measurements to the
model based on the maximum information gain. Those new measurements are previously forced
to belong to a contiguous area. By applying these two constraints, the algorithm succeeds to
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Figure 6.7: Graphical representation of the steps carried out to compute consecutive viewpoints.
(a) shows the initial acquired point cloud. (b) shows the corresponding mesh and the two
candidate viewpoints on the basis of the detected edge-trends. (c) simulates the measurements
from the previous viewpoint candidates and the one with maximum information gain is chosen
(marked on green). (d) shows how the new point cloud is integrated into the previous one. (e)
shows the new corresponding mesh and the four new candidates. Finally, (f) shows the new
simulated ray-tracing measurements. Observed how part of the simulated ray-tracings on VIEW
03 do not impact on the not-sensed bounding box but into areas already seen.
model almost completely any free-form objects. It can be seen that the Zeus bust and the Camel
have a hole on their surfaces. These holes are a consequence of the sensor’s configuration and
the impossibility of the robot arm to attain the required poses. Figure 6.4 shows the final result
of each of the objects used in three of our experiments.
6.4 Discussion
The section presents a hybrid active view planning approach and its application to autonomously
modeling an unknown free-form 3D object using a noisy sensor. The method combines viewpoint
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generation and viewpoint selection based on evaluation of the information gain. The method
has been evaluated experimentally using a calibrated 3D ToF camera and a robotic arm on the
task of 3D object modeling.
The proposed algorithm keeps track explicitly of the uncertainty in each point of the space.
Using the proposed information gain measure as a criterion for evaluating the different views
provides a trade-off between vicinity exploration and model refinement. Moreover, by keeping
the complete covariance in every voxel of the 3D occupancy grid, our method allows not only to
reduce the uncertainty over the already seen voxels but to compute the information gain taking
also into account the orientation of the sensor’s pose. This naturally encodes the idea that to
obtain better information the same point has to be observed from different points of view, as
has been shown. Observe that it is very important to calibrate the sensor and characterize its
inherent uncertainty, as this is a lower bound measure of the uncertainty in each point of the
model.
The algorithm keeps track of the overall uncertainty of the model, and it is possible also to
envisage ways to compute the overall uncertainty of selected parts. In the future, this algorithm
can be used to build multiresolution models by roughly modeling some parts and precisely
modeling other parts. Obviously this would be useful for applications, such as grasping, insertion
or part removal.

7
Task-driven active sensing framework applied to
leaf probing
From partial representation to task
termination.
Up to now, nearly all methods presented along this dissertation have been validated over
classical 3D scene reconstruction. Object modeling is a perfect task for validation purposes
given the current extensive literature, and also because results are easily compared through
visual check. But as we mentioned in Chapter 1, the scope of this thesis goes beyond object
reconstruction planning and aims to extend active sensing by including prior knowledge of the
task into the exploratory decision making process. Inspired by what Yiannis Aloimonos stated
in 1993:
It is important to note that if the visual system knows what kind of information is
needed and what it will be used for, this permits the system to alter its interaction
with the world dynamically in order to make this information more easily available.
Finally, since the relationship of the visual system to the world consists of perceptual
capabilities and actions, its implementation (i.e., the design of the visual system)
can be achieved through a reduced instruction set of perceptions and actions (be-
haviours) that does not require an elaborate categorical representation of the world
(qualitative vision). [13]
This chapter presents a new method for actively exploring a 3D region of space with the
aim of localizing relevant regions for the task. Our method encodes the exploration route into
a multi-layer occupancy grid map. This map, together with a multiple-view estimator and a
maximum-information-gain gathering approach, incrementally provide a better understanding
of the scene until reaching the task termination criterion. This approach is designed to be appli-
cable to any task entailing 3D object exploration where some previous knowledge of its general
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shape is available. Its suitability is demonstrated here for an eye-in-hand arm configuration in a
leaf probing application, similar to the one used in Chapter 5.
The goal of task-driven exploration is to change the point of view through a sequence of
vantage viewpoints that will contribute to maximising the information for solving a given task.
We propose an algorithm that uses an information-gain approach to compute the expected
benefit of a set of candidate views, and combines it with other aspects, such as the proximity to
the current view, to obtain the best next possible view at each iteration. Observe that this is a
local approach, and that it cannot be optimal since each new position of the sensor only depends
on the available information at each iteration. An optimal solution would require a complete
and accurate model beforehand.
This chapter emphasises the following three main ideas:
1. All required data can be represented within a multi-layer occupancy map, where each layer
codifies relevant information that is semantically different (Section 7.2.3). Particularly
for leaf probing tasks, the space occupied by the leaf and its surrounding clearance for
allowing the tool to reach the leaf.
2. The task termination criterion signals when enough data is available to perform the task.
Our representation, that explicitly represents the termination conditions in a specific oc-
cupancy layer, facilitates its definition and evaluation (Section 7.2.3).
3. Given a set of candidate viewpoints (Section 7.2.4), they can be evaluated using Informa-
tion Gain (IG), and it can be easily defined and computed from the multi-layer represen-
tation (Section 7.2.5). Its correct computation requires an accurate characterization of the
sensor used, in our case a ToF camera (Section 7.2.6).
7.1 Motivation
Plant phenotyping studies the influence of environmental factors on the observable traits of
plants. The success of such studies depends on the data extracted from a series of long-term
monitoring experiments over a large number of plants under multiple environmental conditions.
Measures can be obtained in two different scenarios. The first one includes regular fields and
mobile sensors, either mounted on aerial vehicles using remote sensing techniques [31], or on
ground robots [136]. Obviously, climate conditions cannot be controlled here. The second
one uses greenhouses, where variables like temperature, humidity, and light, can be controlled.
The common setup includes large greenhouses with several isolated zones, and conveyor belts
that carry each plant from its sitting position to a measure chamber where a rich set of sensors
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(a) Typical greenhouse (b) Monitoring chambers
Figure 7.1: Example of a modern plant phenotyping greenhouse. (a) Plants are kept into
labelled pots over conveyor belts to easily monitor when being transported them from the
greenhouse to the watering, nutrient delivery or monitoring chambers. (b) Plants get measured
one by one in the different monitoring chambers.
takes measurements before returning them [19] (see Figure 7.1). The throughput obtained in
such installations is considerably high. However, sensors in the measuring chamber are in a
predefined position, and measurements are sometimes obtained from an inadequate point of
view. Additionally, one of the main limitations is the difficulty to measure or perform actions
that require contact with the plant, such as chlorophyll measurement or the extraction of disk
samples for DNA analysis [8].
Therefore, a major step forward is to provide the system with the ability to move its percep-
tual unit, so that it can naturally adapt to the characteristics of each plant. In the context of
the GARNICS European project, a robotic system was proposed to overcome this weakness that
involves a time-of-flight camera (ToF) and a probing tool mounted on the end-effector of a robot
manipulator.
7.2 Leaf probing
The main idea behind our method is that, based on the previous knowledge of an exploration
task, we can pre-establish a 3D occupancy map and a set of candidate views that, all together,
indirectly serve as a guide to a NBV planner for solving the task (Fig. 7.2). On the one hand, the
3D occupancy map is used for locating a set of possible regions of interest for the given task. On
the other hand, the set of candidate views is used for reducing the dimensionality of the gaze
space while assuring a complete coverage of the regions of interest.
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(a) Area of a leaf. (b) Mg deficiency detection. (c) Leaf probing.
(d) Expected occupancy map.
Lower precision model.
(e) Expected occupancy map.
Medium precision model.
(f) Expected occupancy map.
Higher precision model.
(g) Candidate viewpoints. (h) Candidate viewpoints. (i) Candidate viewpoints.
Figure 7.2: Example of plant monitoring tasks. This figure illustrates three clear examples of
plant monitoring tasks (a-b-c), their corresponding expected occupancy grid maps (d-e-f) and
their set of candidate views (g-h-i). Notice the strong correlation between task, occupancy maps
and candidate views. Observe how, depending on the task, the expected occupancy map can be
represented, with greater or lesser precision, by global (d) or by partial models (e, f). Also, pay
attention to the variation of number and location of the candidate views according to the task
and its expected occupancy model. Notice how the leaf probing task needs bottom-up views to
ensure a good coverage of the expected clearance under the leaf.
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Figure 7.3: Overall block diagram of the leaf probing sensor planning framework.
The approach includes three main steps: (i) selection of the target leaf from a plant, (ii)
exploration of this leaf to gather enough relevant information for the task at hand, and (iii)
effective execution of the task (Fig.7.3). The first step is usually specified by a botanical expert
that defines a criterion to choose the leaf, for example the biggest one, or the i-th leaf from
the stem. The last step, the measuring action, has been already presented in Section 5.4. This
chapter focuses on a method for solving the second step.
In the following sections we will explain every module of our approach in detail. Due to
its higher complexity, the task of leaf probing is the one used for illustration purposes and
experimental evaluation. Observe how this task does not require to have a complete leaf’s
model to accomplish its goal. Instead, only specific regions in the leaf’s contour are needed
(Fig. 7.2f). To specify the task, we consider two types of information: the prior knowledge of
the task and the on-line data; both codified using probabilistic occupancy maps (Section 7.2.3).
7.2.1 Set-up
The experimental set-up consists of a Barrett WAM arm (robot manipulator) and three sensors: a
PMD Camboard (ToF camera), a SPAD meter (chlorophyll measuring tool), and a Kinect camera
(see Fig. 7.4a). The ToF camera is, in conjunction with the SPAD meter, rigidly attached to the
robot’s end-effector, in such a way that permits controlling the robot for both capturing detailed
views from informative regions of interest, and taking chlorophyll measurements from selected
target leaves (see Fig. 7.4b). The RGB-D camera is deliberately situated on the ceiling, in a
zenithal configuration, to allow a complete overall view of the scene. Its main purpose is to feed
the obstacle avoidance map so that safe trajectories can be successfully planned.
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(a) Experimental setup (b) Leaf probing
Figure 7.4: Snapshots of the leaf probing task: (a) Overall view of the complete setup, with the
robot carrying the ToF camera and the tool, and the Kinect camera. (b) Detail of the action of
probing. Observe that the leaf probing task requires clearance (above and below) of a sector of
the leaf.
7.2.2 Leaf pose estimation
The first demand within the system is to accurately localize a leaf in the scene (Fig. 7.3). As it
will be seen in Section 7.2.6, correct depth measurements are only possible within the camera’s
calibrated depth range. Thanks to a simple mean squared error (MSE) reduction approach we
can guarantee a good leaf pose estimation (see Alg. 7.1). The camera is continuously reposi-
tioned to the same measure-based estimated pose, 35 cm. orthonormal to the target leaf, until
the MSE between the camera’s current and desired locations reaches a minimum threshold.1 Leaf
pose is acquired by computing the principal components of the depth measurements using the
automatic leaf-extraction approach from Alenyà et al. [8].
Once a leaf has been selected and its pose correctly estimated, an initial task-driven explo-
ration model is defined. Its aim is to encode a set of multiple possible paths that allow the NBV
planner to effectively fulfill the task (i.e. leaf probing). The exploration model is composed of
a multi-layer occupancy grid map (Fig. 7.2f) and a set of candidate viewpoints (Fig. 7.2i). We
recall that, although we concentrate on spatial restrictions like clearance, it is also shown that
other task constraints, like veins and yellow spots that have to be avoided, can be represented
in additional occupancy grid maps following the same idea.
1The threshold must be chosen wisely to allow completion: just a little bit bigger than the leaf’s pose estimation
error, 1 mm. in our case.
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Algorithm 7.1: Approximation Loop
APPROXIMATIONLOOP(x0, thr)
INPUTS:
x0: Initial sensor pose in global coordinates
thr: Error threshold
1: i = 0
2: while ( MSE >= thr) do
3: Di ← DATAACQUISITION(xi)
4: yi ← LEAFPOSECOMPUTATION(Di)
5: xi+1 ← ORTHONORMALVIEW(yi)
6: MSE ← MEANSQUAREERROR(xi,xi+1)
7: MOVEROBOT(xi+1)
8: i = i+ 1
9: end while
7.2.3 Multi-layer occupancy grid map
Lu et al. [118] proposed a layered costmap approach for robot navigation that separates specific
environmental context information in different layers. In a similar way, we have extended this
idea to 3D occupancy maps, and propose to subdivide the occupancy representation of the
exploration model into three semantically-separated layers {mtask,mstate,mobs}. By doing this,
the method obtains a wide versatility that facilitates four key aspects: the specification of the
task halting criterion, the precise adjustment of particular exploratory attractors, the correct
treatment of the possible occluded regions of interest and the computation of obstacle avoidance
trajectories.
The aim of the task termination layer mtask is twofold: first, to indicate whether the explo-
ration can already be halted; and second, to act as a prior for the NBV planner. This layer is
composed of what we call regions of interest (ROIs). Each ROI is defined as a region of expected
occupancy in the model, and acts, by itself, as a global halting criterion. That means that if the
expected occupancies within a certain ROI are fulfilled after a measurement, the exploration task
has finished and a probing trajectory can be carried out. Our leaf probing model is composed
of 9 separated ROIs wisely located at the edges of the estimated shape of the leaf (Fig. 7.5b).
Each ROI is composed of three bounding boxes or here called bricks, two of them labelled as
free, one at the top and one at the bottom, and another one labelled as occupied in the middle
(Fig. 7.5c). It is very intuitive to see how these ROIs represent the desired open and occupied
spaces at the leaf edges that can allow the probing tool to take a measurement. Notice that we
do not need to characterize the complete occupancy model of a leaf but only those parts (ROIs)
that help to solve the probing task.
The state layer mstate is the one keeping the complete update of all measurements taken
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during an experiment. As a result, and in conjunction with the mtask layer, the NBV planner
can thereafter predict a more realistic estimation of the information gain. Such prediction is
accomplished by simulation, i.e., every candidate viewpoint is ray-traced over mstate. Once
simulated, each new virtual measurement is updated into a copy mˆtaski of the global m
task
layer (Fig. 7.5a), for posterior computation of its expected IG (Section 7.2.5). Observe that,
although the cost of ray-tracing is very high, the multiple view simulation process is completely
parallelizable.
The obstacle avoidance layer mobs, on the other hand, is dedicated to represent the clearance
working space of the robot. This allows the NBV planner to return safe and collision-free
trajectories. As has been introduced before, other task-relevant components can be also included
in a new map following the same approach. For example, the veins and the yellow spots on the
leaves must be avoided when probing.
7.2.4 Candidate viewpoints
A predefined set of vantage points C = { cvi | i = 1, . . . , k} must be chosen in order to guarantee
a good coverage for all ROIs within the mtask layer (Fig. 7.2, last row). Candidate viewpoints
can be classified as redundant, if they point to regions where some other viewpoints already do,
or as non-redundant, if they are the only ones. Depending on the task, one type or another will
be more or less propitious. For instance, if the task is to explore a big continuous area where
occlusions can easily arise, then redundant viewpoints will be mandatory in order to guarantee
the correct fulfillment of the task. On the other hand, tasks where the solution can be found
on many different ROIs, such as the leaf probing, multiple non-redundant views are preferred.2
The final subset of viewpoints that will be chosen will depend on each scenario. Albeit locally
predefined offline, both the multi-layer occupancy grid map and the set of candidate viewpoints
are updated online. In our application, we assume complete confidence on the robot’s pose, and
therefore all candidate viewpoints are updated just once, based on the leaf pose estimation (initial
state of the system). Note that it will be straightforward to take into account the uncertainty of
the robot within the system by simply incorporating the leaf’s pose estimation module into the
main loop and adapt the views accordingly.
Prior to the selection of the NBV and after the last measurement update, the system checks
within the mtask layer for active probing termination ROIs. If any of them is active, meaning
that their expected free-occupied-free preconditions are fulfilled, the probing trajectory to its
corresponding grasping point will be executed. On the contrary, if none of the ROIs satisfies the
halting criterion, the planner will compute the next-best-view cv∗ based on the IG cost function.
2Although the process of viewpoint simulation is parallelized, it is recommended to have as less views as possible
to reduce the computational load.
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(a) Schematic view of the multi-layer occupancy grid map.
(b) ROIs into mtask
(c) Bricks into the ROI.
Figure 7.5: Multi-layer occupancy grid map, ROIs and Bricks. (a) Each layer is a 3D occupancy
map that semantically separates the different types of information. The potential information-
gain obtained when visiting each candidate view cvi is estimated from this multi-layer grid map.
Each estimation mˆtaski is accomplished by frustum ray-tracing over the current map state m
state.
(b) Graphical representation of the 9 ROIs within the task termination layer mtask. (c) Inner
composition of bricks into a single ROI.
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7.2.5 NBV planner - Information gain
Our approach is based on the multi-objective performance criterion described by Mihaylova et
al. in [128], where the final candidate view cv∗ is selected not only by choosing the view with
the highest IG, as the one previously presented in Section 6.2.3, but also by taking into account
the travel distance to the rest of views:
cv∗ = arg min
J
‖J ‖ , (7.1)
where ‖ ‖ is the euclidean distance from the current view andJ is the set of views with expected
information gains around the maximum, such as:
J =
{
cvj | IG(cvj) ≥ max(IG(C))− δ ·max(IG(C)), j = 1, . . . , k
}
, (7.2)
where δ ∈ [0, 1] is the factor controlling the minimum IG threshold. In our experiments we set
it at 0.15. This way, closer views are preferred, even if they do not yield to the highest IG. As
a consequence, we take advantage of intermediate views while also avoiding big jumps within
the exploration trajectory, something that could not be avoided in Chapter 6. Figure 7.9 shows
the behavior of the NBV planner when changing the value of δ.
The expected information gain of each candidate viewpoint is computed as follows:
IG =
∑
o
∆H(mˆtaski,o ) + β
∑
f
∆H(mˆtaski,f ) , (7.3)
where ∆H(mˆtaski,o ) and ∆H(mˆ
task
i,f ) are, respectively, the expected information gains of occupied
and free bricks when going from the current mtask to the simulated mˆtaski layer; and β allows
to balance their relative contributions. While β is very relevant in tasks where a type of brick
is more critical than the other, given the equal influence of both types in the probing task, this
parameter is set to 1. Note that Eq. 7.3 can be also interpreted as a weighted change of entropy
between prior and posterior probability density functions.
7.2.6 ToF camera model and map update
It is important to highlight the relevance of having a good characterization of the sensor’s depth
model, like the one presented in Chapter 2. As it has been seen in the previous sections, the
sensor model is not just used for updating the occupancy grid maps but also for computing the
information gain estimation when simulating the candidate views. Note that in ToF cameras,
the uncertainty associated to each pixel is different.
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Due to their technology, ToF camera’s depth measurements have attached a set of associated
errors (see Section 2.3 for a comprehensive list). After calibration and filtering, the uncertainty
of the remaining errors can be approximated by Gaussian noise with zero mean and uniform
standard deviation and considered independent of any other measurement. The calibration
process is long, tedious, and has to be performed for multiple distances. The common approach
we follow is to define a 10 cm. safety range distance and perform the calibration within that
range. In our experiments, based on the ToF camera’s field of view and the mean leaf size, we
have selected a preferred distance of 35± 5 cm.
After a given measurement zt at pose xt, the expected occupancy, of every grid map cell ci
within the calibrated range is computed as a combined probability p(ci|zt, xt) by multiplying
both pixel-based (u, v) and depth-based |zt| independent probabilities such as:
p(ci|zt, xt) =

0 , if |zt| < min_range
p(ci|u, v, xt) ∗ p(ci||zt|) , if frustum within the range
0 , if |zt| > max_range
(7.4)
This combined probability is the one that determines the inverse_sensor_model. As defined
in [179], the expected occupancy, or belief, is kept in the classical log odds form and fused with
the following variation of the binary Bayes filter:
lt,i = max(min(lt−1,i + inverse_sensor_model(ci, xt, zt), lmax), lmin) , (7.5)
where lt,i is the posterior expected occupancy cell state, lmin and lmax define the boundaries of
the belief cell state and
inverse_sensor_model(ci, xt, zt) = log
(
p(ci|zt, xt)
1− p(ci|zt, xt)
)
. (7.6)
Previous to any measurement, each expected occupancy cell is initialized with the state of
unknown:
p(ci) = 0.5→ l0,i = 0 . (7.7)
7.2.7 Validation
Once the algorithm is running, it becomes quite complicated to see why the algorithm considers
certain candidate views and not others. As a consequence, it is difficult to check whether
the approach is working as expected or not. With the aim of better understanding each NBV
selection, we have incorporated a special visual marker into our monitoring interface. This
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marker, that is based on a sphere, reveals two things. On the one hand, its colour highlights the
current state of the candidate view: selected (red), not selected (green) or unreachable (blue).
And, on the other hand, the length of its radius indicates its expected IGs (Fig. 7.6).
One of the core parts of our approach is the proper estimation of each candidate view
IG through simulation. As it has been already introduced in Section 7.2.3, such simulation
is carried out by means of complete3 frustum ray-tracing over the current map state mstate
(Fig. 7.7a). As a "proof of concept", we have performed a simple experiment in order to validate
and demonstrate the functionality of our approach. The experiment consists in evaluating, over
a simple planar multi-layer occupancy grid model, a wide range of views at multiple orientations
and distances, see Fig. 7.7b. Observe how views at the intermediate semicircle, at 35 cm. far,
produce greater IG estimations than views that are closer or farther. A proof of how well
integrated is the ToF camera model. It can also be clearly seen how IG gets reduced around
lateral views.
Now that the reader is a little bit more familiar with the computation of the candidate views
IG and its symbolic representation, it is time to observe how the algorithm behaves in a more
realistic scenario; for instance, the exploration task required for computing the area of a leaf,
previously illustrated in Fig. 7.2. Two different setups are considered for this evaluation, one
with a clear view of the leaf (Fig. 7.8a) and another one with a partial occlusion (Fig. 7.8b). A
very special candidate view has been added into the system in order to show how important
certain views can be for taking into account possible contingencies, such as occlusions, in
the scene. The set of candidate views consists of 25 fronto-parallel views and an extra one,
intentionally located at the right side of the scene with a 45◦ tilt, in such a way that provides
a clear observation of the target leaf when this one is occluded. Observe how in the absence
of obstacles (Fig. 7.8a), and after the initial view, none of the peripheral views, including the
special extra lateral view, provide any significant increment of IG. But if we deliberately occlude
the left part of the leaf a very different expected IG distribution is observed after the initial view
(Fig. 7.8b). This time, as expected, that extra lateral view is the one providing the maximum
IG, and therefore correctly selected. It is also important to notice that in both cases the selected
NBVs are those with the maximum expected IG. Such behavior is the consequence of setting
δ = 0.0. Figure 7.9 enlightens the behavior of the NBV planner when δ is differently tunned (see
Eq. 7.2). It can be seen that, as long as a rich set of candidate views is provided, we can obtain
smoother final trajectories by increasing its value. We remark that if δ gets too high the algorithm
will consider all views as possible candidates and can, therefore, fall into an refinement infinite
loop, similar to a local minimum. By banning already visited candidates, this situation is easily
overcome.
3Each pixel’s frustum is computed, instead of simple ray-tracing. This assures a more accurate simulation.
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(a) Initial state of the system. (b) Set of candidate viewpoints. (c) Zenithal measurement update.
(d) Selection of the NBV. (e) Update after new measurement.
Figure 7.6: Step-by-step graphical interpretation of the task-driven active sensing framework
approach. (a) The system assumes having a leaf in the field-of-view of the camera. Once the
leaf is detected, the exploration model is introduced into the system (b), together with the first
measurement (c). Views are iteratively selected depending on their expected IG, proximity and
reachability (d). Green spheres represent candidate viewpoints that have not been selected yet
as a Next-Best-View, blue spheres indicate already selected but not reachable viewpoints and
the red sphere shows the one that has been selected and is being evaluated. The radius of the
sphere represents the expected IG. Observe how, after a new measure is integrated, candidate
expected IGs get reduced (e).
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(a) Graphical interpretation of the frustums in a subset of simulated candidate views.
(b) Graphical interpretation of the IGs distribution at 25, 35 and 45 cm.
Figure 7.7: Experiments for validating the IG distribution over candidate views. The validation
of the approach consists in evaluating the IG distribution around a planar occupancy grid model.
Each candidate view is simulated by computing the complete frustum of the sensor (a). Three
sets of views, at different distances around a semicircle, are evaluated (b). Observe how, the
value of IG varies not only with the number of occupied and free cells observed within the
sensor’s field of view, but depending on the depth of the measurements, thanks to the accurate
characterization of the sensor after calibration.
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(a) Scene without occlusions (δ = 0.0). (b) Scene with a partial occlusion (δ = 0.0).
Figure 7.8: Simulated experiments for computing the area of a leaf. Two particular scenarios: (a)
an ideal one without any obstacle blocking the target leaf, and (b) in the presence of a
partial occlusion on one side of the leaf. In both experiments, after an initial fronto-parallel
measurement, at 35 cm. above the center of the leaf, a single NBV is required before considering
the exploration task as concluded. Observe that in both cases the selected NBVs are those with
the maximum expected IG, as a consequence of setting δ = 0.0.
(a) Scene with a partial occlusion (δ = 0.15). Intermediate views, with very high IG, are now taken into account as
possible NBVs. The closest view to the current pose is the one selected.
(b) Scene with a partial occlusion (δ = 0.25). The higher the δ, the greater the number of selected intermediate views.
Figure 7.9: Simulated experiments illustrating the behavior of the NBV planner when δ factor is
being increased. The very same scenario from Fig. 7.8b is used.
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(a) Simulated isolated leaf
scene.
(b) Simulated cluttered
scene.
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(d) Cluttered scene
selection priorities.
Figure 7.10: Isolated and cluttered scenes for the simulated experiments. Figures (c) and (d)
show the priority of views in scenes (a) and (b), respectively. Each number refer to a candidate
view, see Fig. 7.6b. Colors indicate priority, going from yellow, the highest, to red, the lowest.
Take into account that priorities are computed after a first zenithal measurement of the leaf.
That is the reason why highest priorities are observed at the bottom views. The most selected
view for the final leaf probing is marked with an extra-circle. These results have have been
extracted after 100 simulations per scene.
7.3 Experiments
Experiments have been carried out under simulation and subsequently tested on the real robot,
in a very similar scenario using the very same algorithm and parametrization (Figs. 7.10 and 7.11,
respectively).
7.3.1 Simulation of leaf probing
This experiment analyses the behavior of the system in an isolated leaf and multiple-leaves
scenes, Fig. 7.10a and 7.10b respectively. The goal is to first evaluate the suitability of the
method on both tidy and cluttered scenes, and then compare the robot behavior between
simulation and reality in the following section. Figures 7.10c and 7.10d display the priorities
on the selection of views while planning for each of the experiments. For clarity, the candidate
viewpoints considered have been re-arranged in a 2D graph. Note that [0..8] correspond to the
top views and [9..16] correspond to the bottom views. It can be seen that, in both experiments,
the planner tries to go to the most informative views first, those that point behind the leaf.
We have purposely defined these points to be non-reachable by the robot, so we can see how
the system reacts. Observe, for instance, the behavior in the cluttered scenario: the planner
chooses view 13 in the first place, as the closest view among of those with the highest IG; since
it is unreachable, this view is removed from the candidate views list and following the same
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N. of views ¬obstacle obstacle
2 61% 33%
3 27% 56%
4 5% 2%
5 1% 0%
6 1% 0%
(–) 5% 9%
Notes: Some experiments resulted inconclusive (–) due to external errors in the path planner.
Table 7.1: Percentage of experiments that finished with respect to the number of views. 100
Experiments carried out in simulation.
criterion a NBV is chosen again until a reachable view is selected. The final solution for both
experiments is a top lateral-left view (5 or 6). Comparing both priority figures it can also be
noticed how priorities change depending on the scene and that some of the views, which were
taken into account in the isolated leaf experiment, have been substituted by other ones in the
cluttered experiment due to the presence of obstacles; for instance view number 1 for view
number 8.
Table 7.1 shows how the presence of obstacles also affects the number of NBVs required
until achieving the termination task criterion. In the isolated leaf scene, most of the experiments
(61%) fulfill the task termination conditions at the second view4. This is good news for plant
phenotyping where high throughput is required. On the contrary, when obstacles are present,
the task finishes with a second view 33% of the times, and requires at least one more view 58%
of the times.
7.3.2 Real
We carried out a set of 20 real experiments, using the same algorithm and parametrization
than in the simulation, and with very similar scenes, see Fig. 7.11. Half of the experiments
are devoted to the isolated leaf scene, and half to the cluttered scene. In both cases, the robot
behaved in the same way as the simulations; it tried to go to the bottom and more informative
views, and when not possible it chose the NBV until the fulfillment of the termination criterion,
and the subsequent leaf probing action. The main difference is that in a cluttered situation
the view number 6 is preferred 80% of the times instead of the number 5, which is the one
preferred in simulation. However, both views are very close to each other and the difference in
the obtained information gain is small.5
4The initial zenithal measurement is taken into account.
5Additional material at:
http://www.iri.upc.edu/groups/perception/leafProbing.
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(a) Real isolated leaf scene. (b) Real cluttered scene.
Figure 7.11: Isolated and cluttered scenes for the real experiments.
7.4 Discussion
A solution for plant phenotyping has been presented, composed of a manipulator robot carrying
a ToF camera and a specialized probing tool. Although our experiments can include either
a tool for chlorophyll measuring or a sampling tool for leaf probing, both tasks involve the
same framework: the robot autonomously changes the point of view of the camera to take new
images, and when enough information is acquired the leaf probing action is performed. None
of the tasks requires the complete model of the leaf but just to view a small part of the leaf and
a clearance zone.
In this chapter a novel 3D task representation based on a multi-layer map has been intro-
duced, where each layer codifies relevant information that is semantically different. It has been
shown that this representation has three main advantages. First, it allows to define tasks based
on prior information available using a combination of free and occupied space, and even possible
constraints. Second, a formulation has been introduced to compute the expected information
gain from this representation. The correct computation requires the accurate calibration of the
ToF camera because of the uncertainty in depth related to each pixel. It has been also shown
that IG can be effectively used to select the next-best-view. As the application may require
to minimize the motion of the robot, a criterion has been introduced to prefer closer views
even if they provide slightly less information. And third, this representation allows the natural
specification of the task termination conditions, which are the minimum units of information
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required to enable the execution of the task.
We have purposely left out of the scope of this research the generation of the list of candidate
views, and we have considered that is provided beforehand. In the future, and following our
interest in taking into account the task, we will explore the automatic generation of a set of
candidate views that only contains interesting views. We envisage that the evaluation of its
interest would be done off-line using simulations with the presented framework, and something
similar to lookup tables of relative positions depending on each task would be created.
Finally, the practical experiments have revealed that the relative position of the robot and the
plant is important, as some of the views are not reachable. A common approach in automated
plant phenotyping is to control the orientation of the pot containing the plant. Although this
adds a new degree-of-freedom to the control of the robot, it can be easily integrated in the
proposed framework.

8
Conclusions and future work
This thesis was set out to extend the field of active sensing by providing a versatile and complete
framework that permits easily defining task-driven exploration paths. The thesis has also sought
to improve both data acquisition and Next-Best-View selection by taking into account the charac-
terization of the sensor’s uncertainty. To the best of our knowledge, up to now no other method
has been able to embed the prior knowledge of specific exploration tasks into an occupancy grid
model and use it both for indirect path planning and as a task termination criterion.
Evolution of ToF cameras. During this work we have had the opportunity to use several
generations of ToF cameras, from the big and heavy older units to the newer, smaller and lighter
ones. At the start of this work, ToF camera’s technology was just beginning to be known by the
robotics community. Across multiple fields, researchers over the world started evaluating the
promising capabilities of the first prototypes and reported their results, which we summarized
in Chapter 3. At that time, their unique features were only cut down by their limited depth
range and their low Signal-to-Noise Ratio. But, despite their limitations, it was easy to forecast
a great success in a wide range of robotic applications.
Nowadays, ToF cameras are a very popular sensor and it is rare to not find one in a robotics
lab. Furthermore, thanks to the high demand of this type of sensors, not only by the robotics
community but also by the gaming industry, they can now be found “off the shelf” and at a
very low cost. During this period, ToF cameras have experimented multiple changes. They
have reduced their size and weight, increased their resolution and SNR, and they are usually
integrated with a RGB camera that allows enriching depth and intensity data with color. The
new cameras are designed for short range distances, so they are also better for eye-in-hand
configurations as the set of possible viewpoints is significantly richer. Some relevant companies
have embraced this technology and promote the embedding of these cameras in consumer
devices, like Google in its Tango project, and Intel in its RealSense technology devices.
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Importance of considering non-uniform sensor uncertainty. In the case of ToF cameras, as
presented in Chapter 2, the error attached to the measurements is far from uniform. Even after
the proposed calibration process (Section 2.5), each one of the pixels still has a specific associ-
ated error related to its position in the sensor’s matrix and the measured distance. Particularly
for ToF cameras, we prefer the objects to lie in the center of the image, where errors are smaller,
and to take measurements at the range of distances considered in the camera calibration. Thus,
when using noisy sensors it is crucial to consider the measurement with its uncertainty attached,
as it can determine, for example, if a second view from a different place should be obtained. All
our proposed algorithms explicitly use or propagate the error of each of the measurements in
form of uncertainty within its calculations. Two representative examples are: object modeling
from the combination of point clouds (Sec. 4.2), and map update within an active sensing
framework (Sec. 7.2.6).
Significance of leaf probing and other phenotyping processes. One of the main motivations
of this work has been to solve the leaf probing task, in the context of the EU Garnics project. This
task is relevant at two levels. First, the importance of automation in agriculture is doubtless.
According to United Nations, the world population is projected to reach 9.6 billions by 2050. In
order to meet the expected increasing demands for food and bioenergy, and given the limited
natural and labor resources, the Agricultural Robotics and Automation Technical Committee
estimates that, at that moment, agricultural production would need to double and would need
to be 25% more efficient.
Second, it is a perfect and challenging scenario for testing our algorithms (see Chapters 5
and 7): plants have several leaves, most of the time causing occlusions between them; usually, a
first view does not provide enough information to decide if there is a free area where probing is
possible; the same plant changes over time, so we cannot store one computed path for the next
time; and finally, two different plants of the same species are never equal, so a predefined path
cannot be used most of the times. The use of a robot to move the camera also allows to design
and mount other devices, like the disc sampling tool and the chlorophyll sensor presented. The
framework we have presented is best suited for these types of applications.
Lessons learned using Information Gain for task-based next-best-view. Our proposal has
been to use ToF cameras as an active sensor, so we have mounted them on the hand of a robot
manipulator in an eye-in-hand configuration. In our scenario, we assume that the first view
is usually not informative enough. Therefore, we have proposed an algorithm that decides
where to move the camera to take a new image and when to stop. It is based on a given
set of viewpoints, and a ranking method that simulates each view and computes the expected
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Information Gain (IG) on a multi-layer map model representation. Our approach is useful in
traditional object modeling tasks (Chapter 6), but exhibits its full potential in such difficult tasks
as leaf probing (Chapter 7).
The main considerations can be summarized in five points. First, all possible variations of
the scene cannot be considered beforehand. To cope with this situation, our proposal naturally
takes into account possible contingencies like non-visible areas in objects due to unexpected
occlusions (see Section 6.3.2). Imagine a top view of a leaf that is partially occluded by another
leaf, then a more informative lateral view should be selected (see Section 7.2.7).
For complex objects like plants with possibly multiple partial occlusions, our approach can
take advantage of different strategies: on the one hand, we have demonstrated that peculiarities
of the sensor, such as the jump-edge errors, can be used to generate new viewpoints (see
Section 5.3.4) yielding a reactive behavior; on the other hand, we have shown that the list
of viewpoints can be obtained by observing the boundary trends of the already seen scene (see
Section 6.2.2), or using a predefined set of views (see Section 7.2.4) resulting in a more reasoned
behavior.
Ideally, the list of views should be carefully selected to include the most informative ones.
At the end of this work we assumed that the list of views was available and related to the
initial view position, and this is clearly a limitation. As future work, a mechanism to select the
most appropriate set of views should be provided that takes into account the given model, the
already observed part of the scene, and other constraints related to the robot motion and the
task completion. Note that the efficiency of the overall task highly depends on the quality of
the selected viewpoints, and that the valid ones are conditioned by the sensor and the robot
position. In that sense, in the experiments that we have conducted, the best position of the
robot for the phenotyping application would probably be with the robot attached to the ceiling,
since it would allow to observe the plant from all sides.
Second, a criterion to decide among all the possible viewpoints is required, and it must
take into account the uncertainty of the sensor. IG is a widely-used measure for evaluating the
expected benefits of a new view. In our proposal, IG has also provided a natural way of handling
the uncertainty of the ToF sensor by using our model representation based on occupancy grid
layers (see Section 6.2.3). Additionally, it has also permitted the formulation of the gain in terms
of free and occupied space (see Section 7.2.5).
However, given the non-homogeneity of the involved magnitudes, it is difficult to combine
different cost measures in a unique IG paradigm. We have explored strategies to include the
cost of moving the robot using an heuristic (see Section 7.2.5). In the future, our next-best-
view approach, which considers only one step ahead, can be used in more a complex planning
framework to account also for long-term or global objectives.
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Third, the task must play a central role in the exploration strategy. For this purpose, we
have proposed to model separately the free and the occupied space (see Section 7.2.3). Usually,
the main trend in object modeling is to consider only the occupied space, and treat the free
space, implicit in the representation, as simply non-occupied areas (as has been performed in
Chapter 6). Conversely, in robot navigation, the free space is the one that is relevant, while
the occupied space only represents the limits of the scene. But looking at plant phenotyping
applications, which require special tools and specific motions to be used, suggests that both
free and occupied space must be considered equally important. We have proposed to enlarge
the system with a model of the task to be performed in the form of a free-occupied model
(see Chapter 7). In the case of plant probing, the occupied space represents the volume filled
by the leaf on the top of which the tool has to be positioned, and the free space represents the
clearance area required to place the tool around the leaf.
However, the free-occupied representation has to be carefully designed to match the real
task (see Section 7.1). We have explored this idea, but our solution is still not flexible enough
and requires a lot of knowledge beforehand. As future work, we have to investigate how to
automatically generate the model based on the segmentation we already have of the current
specimen (see Section 5.4.1), and its generalization to other specimens. Additionally, more
natural ways of interaction could be included to allow non-expert users to design and adapt the
task definition.
Fourth, the free-occupied maps can be enlarged to a multi-layer representation that includes
also other information useful for the task (as presented in Chapter 7). Among other possible
layers, we have already presented the "state layer" that encodes the current knowledge of the
scene and is used to simulate the candidate views, and the "task termination layer" where the
candidate views IG is computed and the serves as a termination criterion. Additionally, we
have also explored the use of an external camera to perform obstacle-avoidance strategies (see
Section 7.2.1). The given global view of the camera is integrated into the multi-layer map in the
so-called "obstacle avoidance layer".
In the future we would like to increase the number of layers with information directly related
to the task. One straightforward example could be the representation of the nerves of a leaf, as
major nerves should be avoided when probing. However, it has to be taken into account that
the complexity of maintaining coherence among the layers increases, and also the amount of
memory required, so only the relevant information must be maintained.
Fifth, the task termination layer is relevant and deserves detailed attention. The task termi-
nation layer allows to decide when there is enough information to end the exploration so the
real task can be performed. The termination condition has been defined using the free-occupied
representation, and can be unique or multiple. In the latter case, the fulfillment of only one of
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the termination conditions is enough to end the exploration (see Section 7.2).
However, as we consider the uncertainty in the input data, complete confidence is not
reachable. Our solution has been to introduce a confidence threshold that indicates when one of
the termination criteria is satisfied. In the future, this threshold has to be automatically defined.
Finally, imagine a situation where some termination areas are almost explored while others
have been barely seen: our proposal will produce better IG expectations for the unexplored
ones, while a different strategy would be to try to complete the exploration in one of the almost
seen ones. This is not always the best plan of action, but in the future we would like to explore
if the IG paradigm can be extended to include different strategies, for example, by weighting
the IG of each termination criterion using the completion rate.
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